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index to his exhibit, followed by the 128 pages of his 8
frame exhibit. Most of Ray's pages have snippets of
history, so that going thru the exhibit gives even an
uninformed reader a well written summary of the
history of the canal.
Copies of the CD are available from Richard F.
Murphy, 501 Rosebud Lane, Greer SC for the $10.00
plus Si for shipping and handling.
Copies of the prospectus for The Philatelic Show
can be downloaded at http://nefed.org . Members who
do not have Internet access and wish to exhibit at our
general meeting may request a copy from the editor.
Member Bill Welch has retired from his position as
editor of the American Philatelist. Hope you enjoy your
retirement. Bill!.
The catalog of Mail Bid Sale 23 is being mailed
with this issue. Sale closes 31 October 2001.

Mr. Bentley collects Great Britain used abroad.
Mr. I,ingen is a dealer in postal history whose website
was reviewed in the previous issue. Mr. Ruiz collects
Panama, codes 51-56 and 61.
Member Ray Ireson's thematic exhibit "The
Panama Canal Story" has been published by the Canal
Zone Study Group on a compact disc. Ray puts the
broadest possible interpretation on his subject matter,
beginning with the discovery of America by Europeans
and ending with the turnover of the canal to Panama..
In between he covers the California gold rush and
construction of the Panama railroad, the French attempt
to dig the canal, and the alternate route thru Nicaragua.
in addition to the story of the canal itself. Each of these
subjects offer an opportunity to display rare stamps and
covers relating to them.
The CD includes a brief biogaphy of Ray and an
2
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THE EDITOR'S PAGE
by Jim Cross
In my column in the previous issue I speculated
who would find the next Panama Cartero cancel. The
answer is Dr. Ernesto Arosemena. Cartero No.3 is on
the reverse of an incoming cover from Curacao which
was sold on E-Bay in July. I had seen the lot and did
not notice the cancel. Actually the lot had been offered
before and did not sell. The story of Cartero No. 1 is
even more curious. Last month I was remounting a
frame of my Coat of Arms exhibit to add some newly
purchased items. To my surprise, l found that I had this
marking on the reverse of a cover that had been in my
collection for some time.
The 1911 Colombian postal rate decree that 1 have
translated for this issue is one of several that Larry
Crain obtained in Colombia during his sabbatical
several years ago. I have translated it to give readers an
idea of the cumbersome system that was then in effect
in Colombia for mailing packages and valuables
shipments, (the so-called valores declarados). Note that
the decree specifies payments to recipients, rather than
senders, for lost or damaged packages.
Also notice the complex paperwork that was
required when a package was mailed. The article that
required recipients to open their packages in the
presence of the postal employee seems especially
onerous. It surely was not calculated to increase the
volume of such mailings. The quadruple penalty
suggests that there may have many cases in which
mailers understated the value of shipments in order to
get a lower rate. It would have been much simpler to
have a standard rate by weight without insurance and
have the sender pay for the insurance that he wished to
purchase on the package.
Note that the maximum payment for a lost
registered letter was 10 pesos which at the time was
equal to 10 U.S. dollars. This shows how unsuccessful
the U.P.U. has been in adjusting its rules for the
subsequent inflation. Reimbursement for a lost
registered letter should probably be as much as
$250.00 now, rather than the $25.00 which is in effect
in many countries and is as a deterrent to E-commerce.
Another reason for translating the entire decree was
to call attention to the different rates that existed. While
examples of letter mail, postal cards and printed matter
are fairly common, it is far more difficult to find
examples of mailings of business papers, judicial
papers subject to a special rate. or the free franking
mail from or to leprosaria.
JIM CROSS

Our 18 th year of publication begins with a new
contributor. David Zemer has written an article on U.S.
registration labels on Panama covers and also furnished
the text of the initial postal agreement between the
United States and Panama which governed postal
relations during the period after independence.
These registration labels are much scarcer on mail
from the rest of Colombia, in part because the volume
of registered mail there was less and because less of the
mail to Europe was routed via the United States. An
example of the San Francisco label on a cover from
Barranquilla was the cover photo on the last issue. 1
have not seen either a New York CITY label or a
Mobile ALA label on a cover from the rest of
Colombia. I have added one cover on the color page
that is not mentioned in the article. This is an incoming
cover to Bocas del Toro with a New Orleans LA label.
This item, the only recorded use of the return half of a
Colombian postal card to Panama, is one of the gems
of Colombian and Panamanian philately (ex-Helme).
It's not often these days that I find a piece to add to
my Civil War exhibit. Test your postal history
knowledge by valuing the cover pictured on page 10
before you read the accompanying article.
This issue includes part 11 of Alan Anyon's article
on the Colombian Express Company stamps. The final
installment will appear in the next issue.
Panama collectors who attend our meeting in
Boxborough MA next spring are in for a special treat.
Member Charles Meroni Jr. has agreed to show ten
frames of the Panama Registration System 188 I -1906
based upon the Helme registered collection plus the
best registered items from the Jose Castillejo collection
and other acquisitions. This collection was last shown
in Buenos Aires in 1985 and almost half of the material
was not in the exhibit at that time. 1 have also been in
contact with Alvaro Castro in Costa Rica and there is
a strong possibility that his early Panama postal history
exhibit which has not been shown in the United States
previously will be entered..
The Panama postal markings project is now in its
final stages. I am distributing a draft of the Colon town
markings and the markings of the Panama City
substations to participating members with this issue.
This will be followed by the Panama city markings in
December. I plan to have an updated draft of the
complete handbook available at our general meeting.
and the goal is to publish and distribute it with the
September 2002 COPACARTA.
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TREASURER'S REPORT
BALANCE SHEET AS OF 30 JUNE 2001
ASSETS
Cash in Bank
Petty Cash
Library Cash Account
Accounts Receivable
Investments

INCOME STATEMENT
FOR FISCALYEAR ENDING 30 JUNE 2001.
INCOME
1,211.50
Membership Dues
264.00
Contributions
Publication s
383.50
710.00
Mail Sales Commissions
145.00
Library Income
Investment Income
681.39
3,395.39
Total Income
EXPENSE
Printing
Postage
Supplies
Library Expense
Computer Expense
Mail Sales Expense
Publications
otal Expense

1,408.71
644.27
219.89
73.07
200.00
287.89
2,556.35
5,390 18

Excess of Expense over Income

1,994.79

Total Assets
LIABILITIES
Prepaid Dues

1,234.83
48.05
197.71
108.50
10,668.37
12,258.46

775.85

RESERVES

Balance as of I July 2000
Net Loss Year ending 30 June 2001
Reserves as of 30 June 2001

13,477.40
(1,994,791

Total Liabilities and Reserves

12,258.46

11,482.61

In addition to the cash balances we have a stock of back
issues of COPACARTA and copies of the Colombia
Panama Bibliography available for sale.

THE MARKET REPORT
Dr. Cohn Ross sent me the results of the Harmer's
sale of 30 June 2001. The sale had a total of 65

value of $14,000.
While these three lots realized significant amounts.
all were below the price at which similar lots last sold,
the same result that has been noted in the classic
airmail sales in Harmer's auctions. Is this a result of
lack of publicity for the sales or does it indicate a
general weakening in the prices for classic Colombian
items?
Lot 227 a VF unmounted mint set of the 1935 National
Olympic set sold for $631 versus a Scott catalog value
of $850.
The airmail lots were mainly SCADTA consular
issues. Only 16 of the 34 lots sold and 4 of these sold
for less than the catalog estimates.
One of the advantages of on-line auctions is that it
is much easier to find material for a collection of
incoming covers to a country. The search engines will
find this material just as easily as it finds outgoing
covers. I've been monitoring incoming covers to
Panama. One of the surprises is World War II
incoming registered covers from the Falkland Is. Three
have been on E-Bay lately and none sold for less than
$200. .

Colombia lots of which 3 I were airmail lots which do
not seem to be the lots which were unsold in the
previous sale. Prices realized arc converted at $1.50 to
the British pound. The 15% buyer's premium has been
added to the published prices realized. European buyers
also had to pay 5% V.A.T. The sale began with an
offering of incoming covers to Colombia between 1844
and 1882. Only one of the 8 lots sold.
Lot 201, an 1862 letter from Austin. Nevada to
Barbacoas, sold for $865 against an estimate of $690.
This was followed by a number of 22 lots of classic
stamps of which 13 were sold.
Lot 206, an unused pair of the 1859 Sc violet tetehechc pair with part gum and vertical creases, sold for
$2137.50 versus a Scott catalog value of $3500.
Lot 209, a tete-beche pair of the 1860 10e yellow with
part gum .sold for $4140 versus a Scott catalog value
of $7000.
Lot 219. a mint copy of the 50c transfer error in the
plate of the 1862 20c red, mint without gum with a tiny
pinhole, sold for $$9487.50 versus a Scott catalog
4
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POSTAL CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND THE REPUBLIC OF PANAMA.
CIRCULAR. NO 44.
WAR DEPARTMENT.
WASHINGTON
August 31, 1905,

of printed hooks, the weight of which exceeds two
kilograms: liquids, poisons, explosive or inflammable
substances. fatty substances. those which easily liquefy.
live or dead animals (not dried). insects and reptiles,
fruits and vegetables which will easily decompose and
substances which exhale a bad odor, lottery tickets or
circulars, all obscene and immoral articles, other
articles which may destroy or in any way damage the
mails or injure the persons handling them.
(b) All admissible matter mailed in one country for the
other, or received in one country from the other, shall
be free from any detention or inspection whatever,
except such as is required by the regulations of the
country of destination for the collection of its customs
duties: and shall in the first case be forwarded by the
most speedy means to its destination, and in the latter
be delivered to the respective persons to whom it is addressed, being subjtxt in its transmission to the laws
and regulations of each country respectively.
The classification of, and the rates of postage and
the registration Ice to be levied and collectial upon mailmatter originating in either country and addressed to the
other, shall he in accordance with the domestic laws
and regulations of the country of origin: provided that
the rates of postage and registration fees so levied shall
not exceed in either country the minimum rates of
postage and registration fee prescribed for articles of a
like nature, by the Articles of the Universal Postal
Convention which is in force.
ARTICLE II.
Each Administration shall retain to its own use the
whole of the postage and registration fees it collects on
postal articles exchanged with the other, including
deficient postage. Consequently, there will be no
postage accounts between the two countries_
(h) Articles other than letters and postal cards must he
prepaid at least in part. Letters and postal cards will he
forwarded to the country they are addressed to even if
they absolutely lack postage. Payment of postage and
registration fees shall be certified by affixing the
appropriate stamps of the country of origin,
(c) Each insufficiently prepaid letter shall have stamped
on its cover the capital letter T, and shall have indicated

The following postal convention between the United
States of America and the Republic of Panama is
published for the information of all concerned: For the
purpose of making better postal arrangements between
the United States of America and the Republic of
Panama, the undersigned, George B. Cortclvou.
Postmaster-General of the United States of America,
duly authorized thereto by law, and J. D. de Obaldia.
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at
Washington, duly authorized thereto by the President of
the Republic of Panama, have agreed upon the
following articles:
ARTICLE I.
(a.) Articles of every kind or nature, which are admitted
to the domestic mails of either country, except as herein
prohibited, shall he admitted to the mails exchanged
under this Convention: subject however to such
regulations as the Postal Administration of the country
of destination may deem necessary for sanitary
purposes' or to protect its customs revenues.
Or its taxes on commerce.
(b) But articles other than letters in their usual and
ordinary form, must never be closed against inspection,
but must be so wrapped or inclosed that they may he
middy and thoroughly examined by postmasters or
customs officers or postal employees. Except that there
may he admitted to the mails exchanged between the
United States and Panama unsealed packages which
contain, in scaled receptacles, articles which can not he
safely transmitted in unsealed receptacles: provided the
contents of the closed receptacles are plainly visible or
are precisely stated on the covers of the closed
receptacles, and that the package is so wrapped that the
outer cover can be easily opened.
The following articles are prohibited admission to
the mails exchanged under this Convention:
(u) Publications which violate the copyright laws of the
country of destination: packets, except single volumes
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article shall be returned to the sender when requested;
but either country may require of the sender
prepayment of a fee therefor not exceeding five cents
ARTICLE VIII.
(a) Exchanges of ord ina ry international correspondence
may be effected without the use of letter-hills; but
registered correspondence must be accompanied by a
descriptive list thereof. by means of which the
registered articles may be identified for the purpose of
acknowledgment by the receiving offices.
(b) If a registered article advised shall not be found in
the mails by the receiving office, its absence shall he
immediately reported by the receiving to the sending
office.
ARTICLE IX.
Ordinary and registered exchanges. unless the latter
be made in through registered pouches, shall he effected
in properly sealed sacks.
ARTICLE X.
(q) All registered articles, ordinary letters, postal cards,
and other manuscript matter, business or commercial
papers, hooks (bound or stitched), proofs of printing.
engravings, photographs, drawings. maps, and other
articles manifestly of value to the sender, which are not
delivered from any cause, shall be reciprocally returned
without charge. through the central administrations of
the two countries in special packets or sacks marked
"Rebuts," after the expiration of the period for their
retention required by the laws or regulations of the
country of destination; the returned registered articles
to be accompanied by a descriptive list, and the special
packets or sacks used for returning registered articles
to be returned under registration. when registered
articles are returned in them.
(h) Fully prepaid letters which bear requests by the
senders for their return in case of nondelivery by a
certain date, or within a specified time, shall he
reciprocally returned, without charge, directly to the
dispatching exchange office, at the expiration of the
period for their retention indicated in the requests.
(c) Fully prepaid letters bearing on the covers the
business cards, the names and addresses of the senders.
or designation of places to which they may be returned
(as post-office box. street and number, etc.), without
requests for their return in case of nondelivery within a
specified time, shall be reciprocally returned without

plainly thereon, in figures. on the upper left hand corner
of the address, by the postal officials of the country of
origin, the amount of the deficient postage, and only the
amount so indicated shall he collected of addressees on
delivery, except in cases of obvious error.
ARTICLE M.
No postage charges shall be levied in either country
on fully prepaid correspondence originating in the
other, nor shall any charge be made in the country of
destination upon official correspondence which under
the postal regulations of the country of origin is entitled
to freedom from postage: but the country of destination
will receive, forward and deliver the same free of
charge.
ARTICLE IV.
In case any correspondence is tendered for mailing
in either country, obviously with the intention to evade
the higher postage rates applicable to it in the other
country, it shall be refused, unless payment be made of
such higher rates.
ARTICLE V.
(a) Exchanges of mails under this Convention shall be
effected through the post-offices of both countries
already designated as exchange post-offices, or through
such offices as may be hereafter agreed upon, under
such regulations relative to the details of the exchanges
as may be mutually determined to be essential to the
security and expedition of the mails and the protection
of the customs revenues or taxes on commerce.
(b) Each country shall provide for and hear the expense
of the conveyance of its mails to the other.
ARTICLE VI.
The United States of America and the Republic of
Panama each grants to the other, free of any charges,
detention, or examination whatsoever, the transit across
its territory, of the CLOSED mails made up by any
authorized exchange office of either country. addressed
to any other exchange office of the same country or to
any exchange office of the other country.
ARTICLE VII.
(a) Any packet of mailable correspondence may be
registered upon payment of the rate of postage and the
registration fee applicable thereto in the country of
origin.
(h) An acknowledgment of the delivery of a registered
6
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concluded with my advice and consent, and is hereby
approved and ratified. In testimony whereof, I have
caused the Seal of the United States to be hereunto
affixed.
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
[SEAL.]
By the President:
FRANCIS B. LOOMIS,
Acting Secretary of State.
WASHINGTON, June 19th. 1905.

charge directly to the dispatching exchange office at the
expiration of thirty days from the date of their receipt
at the office of destination.

ARTICLE XI.
All matters connected with the exchange of mails
between the two countries which are not herein
provided for shall be governed by the provisions of the
Universal Postal Convention and regulations now in
force, or which may hereafter be enacted, for the
government of such matters in the exchange of mails
between countries of the Universal Postal Union
generally, so far as the articles of such Universal Postal
Convention shall be obligatory upon both of the
contracting parties.

The undersigned, George B, Cortelyou. PostmasterGeneral of the United States of America. and J. D. de
Obaldia, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary of the Republic of Panama at
Washington, having met for the purpose of exchanging
the ratifications of the Postal Convention concluded
between the United States of America and the Republic
of Panama and signed at Washington June 19th. 1905,
and having carefully compared the ratifications of said
Convention and found them exactly conformable to
each other, the exchange look place this day in the
usual form. In witness whereof, they have signed the
present protocol of exchange and have affixed thereto
their seals.
Done at Washington this 19th day of June, one
thousand nine hundred
and five.
GEORGE B. CORTELYOU,
[SEAL.]
Postmaster-General of the United States of America.
J. D. DE OBALDIA,
[SEAL.]
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
from
the Republic of Panama to the United States of
America.
[1048356 M. S. O.]
BY ORDER OF THE ACTING SECRETARY OF

ARTICLE XII.
The Postmaster General of the United States of
America and the Government of the Republic of
Panama shall have authority to jointly make
such further regulations of order and detail as may he
found necessary to carry out the present Convention
from time to time: and may by agreement prescribe
conditions for the admission to the mails of any of the
articles prohibited by Article 1.

ARTICLE XIII.
This Convention abrogates the postal regulations
existing between the two countries. It shall he ratified
by the contracting countries in accordance with their
respective laws and its ratification shall be exchanged
at the city of Washington as early as possible. It shall
take effect thirty days from the exchange of
ratifications and shall continue in force until terminated
by mutual agreement or annulled at the instance of the
Post Office Department of either country, upon six
months previous notice given to the other. Done in
duplicate, and signed at Washington the 19th day of
June one thousand nine hundred and five.
[SEAL.]
GEORGE B. CORTELYOU,
Postmaster-General of the United States of America.
J. D. DE OBALDIA.
Enviado Extraordinario y Ministro Plenipotenciario
de Panama' en los Estados Unidos de America.
The foregoing Convention between the United States of
America and Panama has been negotiated and

WAR:
J. C. BATES,
Major General, Acting Chief of Staff
OFFICIAL:
F. C. AINSWORTH,
The Military Secretary.
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U.S. REGISTRY LABELS ON MAIL FROM PANAMA
by David Lerner

I n Volume 79, Number 6, the November-December
2000 issue of the New York Collectors Club
Philatelist ( I) there was a picture of a registered cover
from Bocas del Toro, Panama franked with stamps
from the 1909 ABNC series. Because I collect this
series the article entitled "Update on U.S. Registry
Labels for International Mail, Part 2", by Alfred F.
Kugel caught my eye and I read it. The article was very
educational so 1 went back to the previous publication,
Number 5, September-October 2000. and read the first
part.
Because of these articles I was able to understand
why there was a U.S. registry label on some of my
registered covers from Panama to the United States,
'from Panama through the United States to foreign
destinations, or from foreign countries which transited
the United States on the way to Panama. It also
clarified why there were sometimes no U.S. Registry
labels and occasionally two.
The explanation by Mr. Kugel should be of interest
for the collector of registered covers to or from Panama
or Colombia which entered or transited the United
States from the 1880's to early 1911.
I have summarized parts of Kugel's article as well as
added additional information which came from a survey
of several collectors of early Panamanian covers.
In 1882 at the U.P.U. convention in Paris the
following resolution concerning registry labels was
made "Registered articles must bear a label or
impression of a stamp, in a distinct manner, the capital
letter R, in Roman text." In its original announcement,
United States Official Postal Guide for December
1882, the Post office stated that twenty different
exchange offices had been designated to deal with
international registered mail. Only mail to Canada was
exempted from the requirement that a registry label be
attached to mail to foreign countries.
Later fourteen additional offices, including
Cristobal, Canal Zone, were added to this list. Only
three of the 34 offices. New York, New York. San
Francisco, California. and Mobile, Alabama. are
known to have added registry labels to mail coming
from Panama so I have restricted this article to these

common and Kugel estimates that there are thousands
in the hands of collectors and that they account for over
90 percent of all known covers. The New York labels
came in several different types and in many different
printings. Only the New York Post Office issued labels
with "Exchange", or "City" on the right-hand side. It is
assumed that the "Exchange" labels were to be used on
letters in transit and "City' was to be used on letters
originating in New York. Kugel says that this
difference was often ignored and "City" labels arc
known to have been used on letters from Panama which
went through New York (Figure I ).

Figure 1 - 1894 Cover with NY City label Ex - Helme

The only rare New York label is one designated for
3' and 4' class mail. Fewer than five examples have
been recorded, none of which originated in Panama.
San Francisco was the primary transpacific dispatch
point and provided the second most common labels with
a known inventory of about filly covers.
Mobile was the principal shipping point of the Gulf
of Mexico and at the time that this article appeared in
the Collectors Club Philatelist Kugel estimated that
about 15 examples with Mobile labels were known to
exist. The Mobile labels appear with many varieties of
lettering and format. Mobile had three types of labels,
one with the name of the city printed, one with a blank
label with the name added in manuscript, and one with
a blank label with the name added by a rubber stamp.
There were none of the latter type found in this survey
of covers from Panama.
Mobile appears to be the only post office that
attached registry labels to mail that was delivered
within the United States (Figure] ).

Covers with New York labels are by far the most
8
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On January 24, 1911 the exchange offices were
ordered by the Postmaster General to "forthwith omit
foreign registration label?. However some have been
recorded as being used for their original purpose after
this date and sonic later were used in lieu of official
seals on letters that became opened or damaged in
transit.
In order to have a quick overview of how many
covers from Panama exist with U.S. Registry labels
several collectors starched their collections and three
large collections were exami fled. These large collections
were the Helme's Registered Cover Collection 18811906 (from a photocopy made before the estate sale).
the Brid 1906 I lamilton Collection, and the Zemer
1909 American Bank Note Collection. In addition old
auction catalogues and photocopies of offers from
dealers were reviewed_
The following table summarizes what was found.
There may be a few covers that were counted twice as
no attempt was made to compare pictures from
catalogues or from dealers with those in the above
collections. On the other hand the total amount is
probably undercounted because U.S. Registry labels
were sometimes put on the back of envelopes and in
some cases we only had photographs or photocopies of
the front of the cover.
As this is the first survey of registered covers from
Panama with U.S. registry labels attached we believe
that many more exist. We would appreciate any
information that our readers have concerning similar
covers that they own or know about. Please send details
of any such covers or a photocopy or computer scan of
both sides of the envelope to me at David T. Zemer,
P.O. Box 654 Skoeyen, NO-0214 Oslo, Norway. You
can also email me at LZEMER@ONLINE.NO

Figure 2 - Mobile label on 1904 Cover from
Bocas del Toro to San Francisco. Ex-Helme
Less common is mail from Panama that came into
Mobile, received a Mobile label, was sent to New York,
received a New York label, and then was transferred to
a foreign country (Figure 3),

Figure 3 - 1903 Cover from 'Incas del Torn
to London with Mobile and NY Labels. Ex-Helme
Labels were also attached to mail from foreign
countries to Panama which passed thru the United
States_

Number of Covers
Earliest Known Cover
Latest Known Cover

NY Exchange
162
1884
3 Jan 1911

NY City
7
12 Jan 1892
15 May 1895

Mobile
24
9 Aug 1899

San Francisco
1
26 Nov 1894

19 Mar 1909

Table 1 - Initial Survey of Covers Originating in Panama with US Registry Labels
(1) For a copy of these articles contact the New York Collectors Club, 22 East 35 th Street, New York, NY 10016-3806,
or email collectorsclub@nac.net Also see www.collectorsclub.org
Illustrations of additional covers with exchange labels to and from Panama are shown on the Color Page, page 20.
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TWO INTERESTING COLOMBIA COVERS
by Jim Cross

additional 10 centavos stamp made up the 20 centavos
registration rate which had been increased to 20
centavos on 1 March 1902. Even if additional domestic
uses of the issue on cover arc found, this may be the
only use to make up the increased registration rate.
Taken together these four characteristics make this
an extremely unusual and possibly unique usage.
It is worth noting that as of this date the 1902
Medellin regional issue registration stamp (Scott F16)
was not available for the registration fee. That stamp
has not been recorded on cover and used copies that
show the entry of a registration number are quite
scarce. This is not totally unexpected because only 556
registered items had been mailed in Medellin in 10
months of 1902.
This cover was offered for sale on E-Bay by a
dealer in Belgium who had no knowledge whatsoever
about what the cover represented. It sold for $30.00
with only one other bidder. Based upon sales of similar
items from Colombia and Panama. I would estimate its
value at $500.

This rather drab cover is really quite unusual. It is
franked with two copies of the 10 centavos stamp of the
1902 Medellin regional issue and a copy of the 1895
registration stamp. Scott F II. It was sent by Lcucadia
Ma. Arango of Medellin to the stamp dealer Antonio
Rincon V. in Bogota. The stamps are postmarked 30
October 1902, just prior to the end of the "!000 Days"
civil war. The reverse (which was partly torn when the
letter was opened) shows the expected censorship
marking of the Department of Antioquia. Why is this
cover so valuable.
I. The exact issue date of the Medellin issue is
unknown. This is the earliest recorded postmark on
covers or loose stamps of the issue. It might be the first
day of issue.
2. This is the only domestic cover from Medellin to
Bogota recorded during the civil war years.
3. This is the only cover showing domestic use of
stamps of the Medellin regional issue. either during
1902-1903 or as an "inflation - franking during 1904.
4. The domestic letter rate was 10 centavos. The
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currency continued to circulate and if it was replaced,
then there would no longer be any need for special
stamps for the province. Nevertheless, the same
surcharges were applied to these stamps. Cancelled
copies of the Ciicuta stamps with surcharges are
scarcer then those of the Departmental surcharged
stamps.
This is the first use of the stamps on a cover that I
have seen. The cover is made from a sheet of lined
paper. It bears the date of 8 June, but there is no
indication of the year. It is addressed to the Secretary of
the Tribunal Superior de Santander in Bucaramanga. It
appears to be a bonafide use of the stamps to mail
judicial papers from Cucuta to Bucaramanga.
The stamps are unusual for another reason. The
entire provinicial issue pictures trains of the Ferrocarril
de Cacuta and they are very desirable items for railroad
topical collectors. In fact most of the orders for the
stamps that I have had when I was an active stamp
dealer were from topical collectors. This item would be
a very important piece in a serious thematic exhibit of

The item pictured above, which appears to be a
trimmed portion of a cover front, was sold on E-Bay in
July. It is franked with 5 copies of' the 1904 issue 5c
blue on yellow with the red 2 Cvos. surcharge of the
special issue of the Department of Santander for the
Province of Cucuta. This stamp is ['Uvula 38 in the
Yvert catalog and was formerly listed as Scott 157.
Separate stamps were used in that province, because
silver currency circulated there, rather than Colombian
banknotes.
It is assumed that the surcharges on the stamps of
the Department of Santander 1904 issue were applied
to express the stamps value in the 1903 gold pesos.
They appeared on the stamp market in 1906 and
another reason for the surcharges was probably to
make it possible to sell the existing stock to stamp
dealers, since the national government was preparing to
prohibit the departmental postal services from issuing
stamps and burn the remainders. Cancelled copies of
the stamps are fairly scarce and since they were issued
without gum, it is difficult to tell if they are from postal
use or simply cancelled-to-order. I have never seen any
reference to a use of the cancelled stamps on cover.
It is not known when the silver currency in use in
Cucuta was replaced by gold currency. There would
have been no reason to surcharge the stamps if silver

railroads.
It sold for $76.00 on E-Bay. In my opinion the
purchaser. one of our members in Germany. got a real
bargain.
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NEW POSTAL RATES AS OF 1 OCTOBER 1911
Decree 88 of 25 September 1911 as published in Diario Oficial 14410, 2 October 1911
hundred additional grams or fraction thereof.
Samples: one centavo for each one hundred grams
and one centavo additional for each one hundred grams
or fraction thereof.
Registration: ten centavos for registration and the
appropriate ordinary postage . Registered items with
acknowledgement of receipt requested will pay. in
addition, five centavos. Registered letters will be sealed
by the sender in the presence of the chief of the
dispatching office, so that he can see that there is no
money in them either in bills or coins or any other
prohibited item. Checks and bills of exchange are
excluded from the above.
Objects that do not exceed one kilogram of weight.
nor have dimensions greater than forty centimeters on
any side, duly packaged. may be dispatched in letter
mails. Their postage will be four centavos for each 50
grams or fraction of this weight, in addition to the
registration stamp. Such objects should be packed in
such a way that the contents can easily be verified.
Valores declarados may circulate with letter mails
sums up to forty pesos gold, in bills or coins of gold or
silver and they will pay the following rate:
Items in national bills or in gold coins, three per cent
(3 per 100) in gold of their value: and
Items in silver, two per cent (2 per 100) in gold of
their value,plus a surcharge of four centavos gold for
each one hundred grams of weight or fraction thereof
They will packed in strong cloth according to the
quantity being sent.
Expedientes y pliegos autos civiles: five centavos
for each fifty grams or fraction of this weight.
CORREO 1JRBANO
Letters: one centavo each up to a weight of fifteen
grams and one centavo for each additional fifteen
grams or fraction thereof.
Printed Matter: one half centavo for each package,
up to a weight of fitly grams and one half centavo for
each additional fifty grams or fraction thereof.
Periodicals being mailed by publishing houses will pay
one quarter of a centavo for each item.

Considering
I. The rate table in effect for the interior of the
republic is prohibitive in some of its classes with a
negative effect on the postal income and the public.
2. That the actual system for transporting parcels
and postal packages originating in Colombian locations
which only move within the country. imposes numerous
difficulties in the management of these items.
3. That the present procedures for obtaining prompt
reimbursement for the loss of an item are ineffective
and do not bear immediate results.
4. That if the government gives all types of
guarantees to the public for the use of the posts, it
should create correct procedures to insure that such
guarantees are not, violated at a loss to the Treasury;.
5. That it is proper to unify and simplify the
multiple regulations that govern this subject.
The President of the Republic in the exercise of his
powers decrees:
Article I From the 1 51 of October of the current year
the postal rates for the posts of the nation will be the
following:
Ordinary letters: two centavos each up to a weight
of 15 grams, and two centavos for each additional 15
grams or fraction thereof.
Postal Cards: one centavo for each single card and
two centavos if it is double.
Railway postal stationery: two centavos for each.
To be used only for correspondence addressed to towns
along the railroad..
Printed matter: one half centavo per package up to
a weight of 50 grams, and one half centavo for each 50
additionat grams or fraction thereof. Periodicals are
free of postage within the country up to six months
after the date of publication. After six months after
their publication they will pay the rate for other printed
matter.
Business papers: two centavos up to a weight of one
hundred grams and one centavo for each (Sic!) one
12
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General Administration of Posts and Telegraphs.
b. Each package should be dispatched with its
respective bill of lading in which an entry similar to
the on described in the previous subparagraph will be

Urgent: Correspondence which is introduced in the
office of an urgent nature will pay fbur centavos.
Acknowledgement of Receipt. If the sender wishes
to obtain acknowledgement of receipt of his
correspondence, he will pay one centavo, in addition to
the respective postage.
Packages: will not exceed two kilos and their
postage will be two centavos gold for each kilo or
fraction.
POST OFFICE BOXES
For the use of post office box per year. five pesos
gold paid in advance per semester. In addition there will
he a deposit of fiver pesos gold which will be returned

made.
6. The postal employee that receives the packages
specified in the bill of lading will send a ticket
announcing the arrival to the interested parties and
when he makes his delivery will complete the
following formalities.
a. Verify the contents in the presence of the
addressee, and if they do not agree with the declaration
of the sender, collect the fees described in Article 4 of
this decree and.
b. In a special book, he will enter, the date of
arrival of the mail,the number of the package, its
weight, origin. contents, the name of the sender, the

to the renter when the keys of the box are turned in.
PARCEL POST
The parcel post service which circulates within the
country will be conducted according to the following
rules.
1. Parcels will not exceed in any case a weight of
fifty kilos each.
2. They will he consigned to the office responsible
for their dispateh,completely sealed and packed. in such
a way that their contents will not deteriorate during
transport and so that any "violence" which affected the
parcels can be easily proven.
3. They will have a precisely regular shape so that
they can be carried on the hack of a mule.
4. Each parcel will be introduced in the post office
with a statement in duplicate and detail of the contents.
their value and the name and address of the recipient.
5. The employee that dispatches the parcels, when
he has received them in accordance with the above
instructions will follow these procedures:
a. For each dispatch will prepare a receipt for

name of the addressee and the receipt number given to
him.

RATES
The service of encomiendas and postal packets will
be with declared values and conform to the following
rates:

SHIPMENTS OF VALUABLES
1. Paper Money and coined gold., up to five pesos
gold, one half percent and for those that exceed this
amount, one half percent plus a surcharge of two
centavos for each fifty grams or fraction thereof of its
total weight.
2. Silver coins or current coins of nickel, one half
per cent of the declared value, plus two centavos
surcharge for each one hundred grams or fraction
thereof of its total weight.
3. Gold and silver in bars, gold dust or gold in
any other form. will pay one half per cent of the
declared value plus a surcharge of two centavos for

the addressee, in care of the postal employee who will
be responsible for the delivery, in which will be

addressee. This receipt will be given to the sender and
after it has been signed it will be copied into a receipt
book, which will he submitted by each office to the

each fifty grams or fraction thereof.
4. Jewelry and precious stones, will pay two
percent of their declared value.
5. Creditsletter and 99999."9"999 when they are
not of official origin, will pay one percent of their
declared value.

principal cashier, who in turn, will send it together with
the book of his position to Section 4 Accounting of the

Will pay four centavos gold for each one hundred

expressed. the dispatch number of the package, its
value, contents, the amount of postage, the weight, the
name of the sender, and the name and address of the

SHIPMENTS OF GOODS.
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make for damage to packages or for loss of shipments
of valuable will be made under the same conditions
specified for shipment of goods.
Article 9. The postal employee who delivers a
package without having strictly followed the
requirements specified in the rules in a manner which
causes damage to the package will receive a fine of
from two to five gold pesos.
Equally, a postal employee who does not follow
any of the procedures for the convenient receipt and
dispatch of packages will be finedof one gold peso.
Article 10. If as a result of an investigation it is
found that a postal employee is responsible for the loss
of a valor declarado or package, the amount of the
loss will he deducted from his salary in three
installments and in case he is no longer employed or
presents his resignation, the amount that is not
recovered will be claimed from his bondsman.
In addition to the above, he will fined five gold
pesos for each valor declarado or package which was
lost.
Article 11. If the party responsible for the loss of a
valor declarado or package was the postal contractor.
he will be required to promptly reimburse the
government for the amount that it paid for the lost
object, and he will also pay a fine of from ten tofitly
gold pesos if the loss was a package and five pesos
oro if it was a valor declarado.
Article 12. For the loss of a registered letter, the
government will pay to he addressee ten gold pesos
and the responsible party will he fined twelve gold
pesos.
Article 13. These terms reform Decree 1509 of
1906 and replace Decree 682 of 1910, as well as any
rules which may exist which contradict the terms of
this decree.
To be communicated by the General
Administration or Posts and Telegraphs and to he
published. Given in Bogota the 25'h of September
1911.
CARLOS E. RESTREPO
The Minister of Government
PEDRO M. CARREgIO

grams or fraction thereof, plus one half percent of the
declared value.
Article 2. The correspondence and shipments
weighing up to ten kilos, which originate in the
leprosariums or are addressed to them, will he free of
franking in accordance with the currrent rules l'or them.
Article 3. The fees caused by parcel shipments will
he paid by postage stamps, which will be cancelled by
the postal employee, and will be pasted on the stub of
the receipt described in subparagraph a. of rule 5.
If the postage is missing on a shipment when it is
being delivered, the postal employee will request its
value in postage stamps from the sender, which will be
pasted in the book described in suhpararaph h of rule 6.
and cancelled.
Article 4. If the act of verification results in not
finding the contents of a package in agreement with that
announced in the respective bill of lading, the addressee
will be condemned to pay, subtracting the amount paid
in the office of origin, four times the fees described in
the schedule above.
Article 5. When the postal employee observes that
the package has not arrived at its destination in the
same conditio in which it was introduced in the office
of origin, or when one of the items listed in the bill of
lading is missing, notice will be given immediately to
the General Administration of Posts and also to the
sending office and the irregularity will be noted on the
bill of lading.
Article 6. Once the General Administration has been
notified of the loss of a package. as directed in the
previous article, the government will recognize it and
immediately pay to the addressee the value of the
shipment which was declared when it was mailed.
subject to the presentation of claims forms.
Article 7. Damaged shipments incur the right of
reimbursement in proportion to the declared value of
the shipment, as long as it is not due to had packing or
'"?"9994 '999999 The proportion of damage will he
determined by three arbiters, one selected by the
postmaster, one selected by the addressee and one
selected by the executive of the town. The decision of
the arbiters will be final.
Article 8. The payments that the Government has to
14
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COLOMBIA : THE EXPRESS CARRIER'S POSTAL SERVICES
Part II of an article by Alan Anyon

LIST OF KNOWN EXPRESS CARRIERS
4.BUSEXPRESO LTDA.

I. AEROTA XI.

A mail service run by Jorge E. Jimenez F. was
operating between Bogota and Tunja in 1954 and
cancellations as late as 1957 have been seen. It had a
depot at Sogamoso. No adhesive stamps were issued.

This service, which issued no adhesive stamps, was
known to have been carrying mail in the 1960's, but its
routes have not been established.

2. AUTOBUSES DE BOYACA.
This company was originally (1922) Empresa dc
Autobuses, but probably by 1923 had been renamed
Autobuses de Boyaca. The routes served were:
(i) Bogotà. Choconta, Tunja, Paipa, Santa Rosa,
Belem. Soata with branch from Duitama to Sogamoso.
(ii) Bogotà. Moniquira, Barbosa, Socorro. San
Gil, Bucaramanga.
(iii) Honda.
II issued no adhesive stamps and eventually became
part of Campania de Transportes Terrestres (CdeTT).
Its cancellations sometimes included in them reference
to CdeTT and sometimes were used in conjunction with
a separate cancel of CdeTT. Covers have also been
found on which cancels from different offices of both
Empresa de Autobuses and Autobuses de Boyacti
appear. This was probably due to some offices
continuing to use their original cancel after the name
had been changed.

5. CABLE AEREO DE CUCUTA AL RIO
MAGDALENA.
National Law Number 69 of 1923 authorized the
construction of an air cable from Cticuta to Gamarra
on the Magdalena River and the work began in January
1925. The only section built, from Gamarra to Ocala,
was inaugurated on7 August 1929. Mail was carried to
Cticuta in conjunction with SCADTA. The service
ceased on 18 June 1943. No adhesive stamps were

issued.

6.CABLES AEROS DEL. CALDAS.
This company is mentioned in Hans Kamp's article in
Bogotà Filatelico, but no details about it are known.
7. COMPARA AUTOMOVILIARIA DE

COLOMBIA.

This company was operating in 1924 serving the Tunja
to Bogota area. No adhesive stamps were issued_

8. COMPANIA COLOMBIANA DE
TRANSPORTES.

3. BUSEXPESO DE ALFREDO PERILLA.
This company was operating a service between Bogota
and Citcuta in 1932 in conjunction with Compaida de
Transportes Terrestres. It issue no adhesive stamps, but
two different types of rubber stamp were used to collect
a 5 centavos fee. The latest known cancel is dated
September 1949. Bus'exPreso • Alfredo Perlifs
!..1=1re Porte
pp:W.1yr d

A cover is known from Ilonda to Bogota with a cancel
of this company dated 1 Jul I895. Whether it was a
regular mail carrier is unknown.

9.COMPARIA COLOMBO-VENEZOLANO DE
TRANSPORTES.
Little is known about this express carrier. The service
was running in 1929 (from a dated Based
on its one issusxf stamp the carrier served Cucuta, but
its route is unknown.
a e.e7eeeen
.,, u...A.s ._jfee.

.0.05

,........,,

C.401--tn-••

1929(?) Typographed
Printer Unknown. !rimed
1. 4c redlpclure paper
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10. COMPANIA INTERDEPARTMENTAL DE
AUTOBUSES "SPA"

3. fic carmine (shades)
a. rouletted 7
b. imperf
c. RAPIDOS (long tail)

In 1927 this company was operating a service between
'I'unja and Bogotà. It changed its name to Sociedad de
Autobuses "Colombia" in 1928. No adhesive stamps
were issued.

Sometimes the line of color below the white P in
RAPIDOS failed to register giving rise to the
long-tailed variety.

COMPANIA DE TRANSPORTES
TERRESTRES.

1928 Provisional.
Label handstamped with
carrier's name and
surcharged in black in
two lines.
PROVICIONAL/$0.12
4. 12c blue & white label

In 1922 Antonio Puerto established the Empresa de
Autobuses (qv). The name was subsequently changed
to Autobuses de Boyaci. However, by June 1923
covers were seen bearing the cancels of both Empresa
de Autobuses and Compania de Transportes Terrestres
S.A. The latter was then used as a prefix to the former
although Empresa de Autobuses also continued to be
used alone, until finally all cancels were in the name of
Compaffia de Transportes Terrestres. The routes were
the same as those originally served by Empresa de
Autobuses except that in 1930 service was extended to
Cucuta. Thus it covered the Departments of Boyaca,
Cundinamarca, and Santander. The service probably
ceased in 1933. Several stamp issues were made.
1927 Photogravure
By Taller Salesiano
de Bogota
1mperf, no value shown
I. (I0c) blue
2. (20c) yellow
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CORRESPONDENCIA RAMC-A SANTANDER

It is possible that these stamps were printed on postal
stationery envelopes and sometimes cut off and used on
other envelopes. A cover is known with the blue stamp
printed at the bottom left corner of the envelope.

1929 Lithographed
Printer Unknown
Peri 11.5 with sheet margins
imperf
Sheets of 20 (4x5)
Diet! inscribed
CORREOS EXTRARAPIDOS
6. 6c red (shades)
7. 12c blue (shades)
8. 12c yellow-green

1931 Nos. 6-8 surcharged
by rubber stamp in two lines
5/CENTAVOS
f . 7!
in color shown in ( )
p _
9. 5c on 6c light red (black)
a. imperf
iPlb
10. 5c on 6c light red (light blue)(
a. CENTAVOS omitted
1 1 . 5c on I2c blue(blue)
12. 5c on I2c yellow-green (gray)

yin' n.4j

1927 Lithographed
Printer Unknown
Perf 11.5 w/imperf
sheet margins
Sheets of 15 (5x3)
Die I - inscribed CORREOS
EXTRA-RAPIDOS

"

DO ) 1

v ,

.!
r
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1928 Lithographed
Imprint LIT.RAMOS,CALI
Peril1 .5
C I A .URBANA DE TRANSPORTM

1931 Lithographed
Printer unknown
Perf I 1 or 11.5 with
sheet margins imperf
Sheets of 30 (5x6)
with bottom three rows
inverted giving five
vertical tete-bechc pairs
13. 5c violet-brown perf 11.5
a. tete-beche pair
14. 5c dark brown perf 11.5
a. tete-heche pair
15. 5c pale violet perf
a. tete-beche pair

SUCESONESVEPACMW.eg
•

riTi vr

I . (no value) purple .
2. (no value) green

1928(7) Lithographed
Printer unknown
Perf 12.5
3. (no value)
vermillion

.r.;3

nr

tr.L-4602
-

'7 1,",'1.14,0p. rts

1934 Lithographed
Imprint LIT. CARA VAJAL, CALI
Perf 11.5
4. (no value) red
5. (no value) red/yellow

Some stamps of this issue are found embossed with
a decorative seriffed N within a rope-like circle.
perhaps as a security mark.
1931 No.s 14-15 surcharged
by rubber stamp in two lines
8/CENTAVOS. in color
shown in parentheses
16. 8c on 5c dark brown
(violet)
a. lnvened surcharge
17. 8c on 5c pale violet
(red-lilac)
a. Inverted surcharge

#4-5
6. (no value)
orange-vermillion

#6

13. CORREO DEPARTAMENTAL DEL
CALDAS
Founded in 1928 by Jorge I. Medina to provide a mail
service between Manizales, Armenia. Santa Rosa de
Cabal, Pereira, Cartago. Zarzal. Circasia and Calarea.
One set of two stamps was issued.

1932 Lithographed
Printed by FOTOS SALESIAN°
Perf 11 with sheet margins imperf
Sheets of 25 (5x5)
18, 5c red
a. imperf.
19. 5c lake-brown

1928 Lithographed
Printer Unknown
Perf. 12 with outer edges
imperf.
Sheets of 10 (2-5)
1. lc brown
2. 5c green
a. Pair imperf between

12. COMPANIA URBANA DE TRANSPORTES
Founded in 1927 as sucessors to the PACHURIBE
company. It operated a service in the south-western
part of the country including Palmira, Buga, Pereira,
Cali and Takla. Several adhesive stamps were used by
this company. all without a value shown. With one
exception (#3 below) they all included the word
contrasena (counterfoil or ticket) acting as a form of
receipt for the fee paid.
17
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14.CORREO DE "EL UNIVERSAL"

existence today will be carried on for account of the
Nation, but the Departments and Municipalities may
organize and maintain, special services for their own
account," Due to the very poor national service

This service was operating in 1924 and had offices at
Santa Rosa and Pereira. It was run by Pablo E. TobOn
who in 1928 started Expreso TobOn It issued no
adhesive stamps.

between Bucaramanga and Caeuta the Departmental
Legislature of Norte de Santander authorized an
express mail service in Ordinance No. 7 of 1925
published in Gaceta Departmantal Alio XVI 4 April
1926. Departmental Decree No. 91 bis of 28 July 1926
in Article 1 2 authorized the issue of special stamps for
use on this mail.
The service was provided by COSADA. a
SCADTA associate company, between Bucaramanga
and Ciicuta via Pamplona and was subsequently
extended to include a route between Gamarra and
Ocana. It operated until 1931 when the government
terminated its agreement with SCADTA and hence
COSADA, and thereafter used its own airmail service.
Three issues of stamps were made for this service.
These were used in addition to obligatory national
stamps, the express fee being identical in value, i.e 4c
for each 20 grams. This service is covered
comprehensively in an article by F.G. Larsen entitled
"Colombian Departments Redivivus" published in the
American Philatelist. Volume 60 No.1 pp.36-40
October 1946

15. CORREO EXPRESO TRANS-OCAMPO

This service was set up in 1951 specifically for the
National Federation of Coffee Producers. It ran until
1955 covering a route between Cali and Manizales with
offices in Pa I mira, Cerrrito, Buga, Tulua,
Bugalagrande. La Palk, Zarzal, La Victoria, Cartago,
Sevilla, Caicedonia, Armenia, Pereira„ Santa Rosa and
Chinehina. It issued one set of adhesive stamps.
1951 Lithographed
Imprint L1TO.RAMOS, CALI
Perf 12 with sheet margins
imperf
Sheets of 40 (8x5)
1. 5c blue(shades)
2.10c vermillion
3. 20c emerald
4. 30c red
5. 50c violet

n

CORM Elliff.ell
call Al multi

RAMS

antic • I

CINTAi i

5

Covers bearing stamps other than 5c. with the
exception of a bisected 1 Oc from Tulua. have not been
found.

1926 Typographed by I mprenta Departmental, COcuta
On very thin ungummed paper.
Printed in sheets of 48 comprising two panes of 24
(6x4) with the bottom pane inverted with regard to the
top one with a wide gutter between panes.
Perf 12 with vertical margins imperf.

16.CORREO EXPRESO DE YOLOMBO
A boxed cancel with double line borders reading
CORREO EXPRESO/DE/YOLOMBO in three lines
has been recorded. The period of operation and its route
have not been established. No adhesive stamps have

Two types of cliches exist
Type I - Figure 4 with closed top (22 per pane)
Type II - Figure 4 with open top. Positions 13 and
19 in pane.
—
I. 4c green/yellow
CCorrcu nipido
One a an eaDde
a. Type 11
p...nn)))
etc
b. Very deep bluish green. it5).
ba. same, Type I I

been found for this service.

17.CORREO EXTRARAPIDO
A cover bearing the cancellation of this service has
been seen, but nothing further is known about it.

18. CORREO RAPED° DEL
SANTANDER.

NORTE

DE

The following varieties of the Type I stamps exist.

National Postal Law No. 82 of 1916, published in
Diario Oficial No. 15897 of 26 December 1916 states
in paragraph 17. "The national postal service in

(i) Double lines over 4 unbroken
0 of rapido almost over r of Santander
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4. 4c blue (shades). Type I seriffed 4
a. as Type I, but single heavy (wavy) dashes
replace the normal double wavy rule over

(ii) Double lines over 4 unbroken
0 of rcipido almost over e of Santander
(iii) Unbroken lines. r of Santander almost touching
right frame, line under 4 almost touching frame
(iv) Unbroken lines. Frame at bottom right
.(position 7 in pane)
instead of
(v) As (iii), but line under 4 away from left frame
Double lines above 4 thicker (position 6 in pane)
(vi) Double lines broken, left segment 7' mm. long
(positions 3, 12, and 24 in pane)
(vii) Double lines broken, right segment 7'/ mm. long
(positions 4. 10, 15 and 17 in pane)
(viii) Unbroken lines, 1 of 1926 elongated
(position 20 in the pane).
(ix) Break in lower double line above and single line
below left hand diamond ornament
(position 16 in pane)
(x) As (vi), but with rapidn for t.apitio
(position 24 in pane)
The following varieties of Type Il exist
(xi) Double lines broken, right segment 3'/ mm.long
(position 13 in pane)
(xii) Double lines broken, right segment 31/2 mm long
consisting of single thick line
(position 19 of pane).
1927 Typographed by 1.itogratia Departmental CUcuta.
First printing inscribed PROVISIONAL.
Thin white ungummed paper in vertical strips of 6,
except for the 10c which is in vertical strips of 10.
Perf 111/2-12 between stamps with strip edge imperf.

R1A - NORTE
b. Type II san-seriffed
5.10c violet Type I
a. Type!!
10c Registration stamp in three alternating types
Type 1 - Double lines to left of R thick touching both
horizontal double lines above and below..
Type 11 - Double lines to left of R thin, touching neither
the horizontal double lines above or below.
Type III - Double lines to left of R thick. touching the
horizontal double lines above, but clear of others.
ON/

6. 10c violet Type I
a. Type II
b. Type Ill

1927 Typographed by Litogralia Departmental Cucuta.
Second printing inscribed PROVICIONAL
Thin white ungummed paper.
Printed in sheets of 12 consisting of two panes of 6,
Horizontally tete-beche with wide margins between.
Perf. I I1/2 -12 between stamps with sheet edges imperf
Three types of each value.
2c red
Type I Frame break between M and B of COLOMBIA.
Type II Frame break under C of CUCUTA
Type III No frame break. Misshaped C of COLOMBIA
4c blue
Type 1 As 2c with further break between S and A of

SANTANDER

lc, 2c, 4c and 10c in two types alternating in strip
Type ! - No point after SANTANDER. point after
CUCUTA
Type II - Point after SANTANDER, no point after

Type!! Wide break under C of CUCUTA.
Type Ill Frame break under U of CUCUTA.

CUCUTA
2. lc yellow-green Type
a. Type 11
3. 2c red Type I
a. Type II

I

7. 2c red Type I
a. Type 11
b. Type III
8. 4c blue (shades) Type I
a. Type!!
h. Type III

0 001044011TC DC SANT0CR
I".!,

cvo.

•nn

c..

11110170ERI,.

66411ENDADO

O

CLASSIFIED
(see ads in previous issue.
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map stamps to his collection. By an interesting
coincidence Mr. Hornby resides in the same town as
our new member Bruce Ruiz who also joined this year.
Belated congratulations go to our member Dr. Gary
Weiss whose exhibit of Canal Zone postage dues was
entered in the A.P.S. Champion of Champions
competition at STaMpsHOW 2001 in Chicago. Among
the entries in the open competition at that show was an
exhibit of Colombia 1868-1883 by Dr. Arthur K.W.
Woo. I believe this is the former collection of Alex
Rendon which won the Grand Award at our meeting in
FLOREX in 1984 and was last shown in the Champion
of Champions competition at StaMpsHOW 1985 in
San Diego. Dr. Woo has been invited to enter this
exhibit at our general meeting in Boxhoro.

The following members have contributed at least
$5.00 and are recognized as contributing members for
this membership year.
H. Munro
E. Arosemena
E. Harris
R. Ireson
T. Myers
D. Avery
B. Johnson
B. Olsson
M. Barie
J. Johnson
C. Oschmann
K. Becker
D. Keeler
J. Porta
A. Chedid
M. Preciado
R. Crespo
D. King
W. Kraemer
K. Rowe
R. Decker
B. Ruiz
P. Lamastus
R. D'Elia
W. Lowrie
J. Sauber
R. Dietz
J. Maier
S. Schaffer
M. Fairlie
R. Markovits F. Sucre
T. Faistaucr
M. Marks
G. Tierney
S. Forstreuter
G. McKenzie L. Vencgas
A. Frohlich
C. Meroni
G. Wayman
H. Goggel
R. Mitchell
J. Zambrano
G. Goodrich
Our thanks go to these members and to members
who made smaller contributions.
Mr. McKenzie collects Panama. codes 51-56 and
62, as well as the Canal Zone. He is adding Panama

Hwy& ai Merry Christmas' anzi.
may you/ fi,rui, all, the. StainpSctiqd. covers, you, need, imi2002.

rh&Editor
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THE EDITOR'S PAGE
by Jim Cross
publication will be on schedule.
You may be surprised to find my article on Panama
Aerophilately in this issue. It is not intended to be a
comprehensive coverage of this subject. It began simply
as a commentary on the difficulties of finding a Panama
first flight cover that does not have some kind of
condition problem.
However, since I began studying the airmail covers
that I have acquired for my Panama Arms Issue
exhibit, I have learned quite a bit about Panama
aerophilately, especially about postal rates. The most
significant impression that 1 get is the scarcity of
airmail covers from Panama to destinations other than
the United States in the period between the first flights
in 1929 and the end of World War II.
I have examined the Wilshire Stamp Company
auction catalog of the Christine Shaw Panama airmail
collection, which was originally owned by Dr. James
Helme. It contains very few airmail covers and was
predominately an exhibit of the early airmail stamps
and especially of the various errors found on them.
It has been especially difficult to obtain information
on Panama airmail rates, especially the effective dates
of new rates, I am including some preliminary findings
in the article. David Leeds, who has previously written
a handbook on Canal Zone Aerophilately is working on
a similar handbook for Panama Aerophilately, based on

Is my face red? I lost track of time and began my
last column with the announcement that this was the
18th year of this journal. Actually it's the 19th year of
publication. Time flies when you're having fun.
Plans are well underway for our next general
meeting. Invitations have been extended to two nonmembers who have exhibited Colombia or Panama in
recent years. 1f you plan to exhibit and have not already
sent in your application do it now as it looks as if
COPAPHIL and the Canal Zone Study Group will fill
all of the frames reserved for the two organizations.
This issue brings the final installment of Alan
Anyon's article on the Colombian express companies.
Alan reports that he showed three frames of this
material in a national show in Great Britain and was
awarded a gold medal, a highly commendable
accomplishment for a first time exhibitor.
The draft handbook on Panama postal markings is
nearing completion. Federico Brid furnished a large
number of photocopies of items in his collection
including covers from Pocri de Las Tablas and
Nargana, the post office in the San Blas Islands. The
former is of particular interest to me, because my
mother-in-law was born in that small village. My wife
has interesting memories of visiting her grandmother
there and walking all night to the coast so they could
spend a day on the beach. We now have 1200
markings. The draft of the Panama town markings
section is being distributed to participating members
with this issue of COPACARTA and it looks as if

his gold medal exhibit of that subject.
JIM CROSS

THE SALES MANAGER'S REPORT
to be popular.
The following lots on which there were no bids are
available for the reserve amount shown in the sales
catalog: 1-5„8. 10-11, 13, 17, 23-25, 29, 31, 36-37,
39, 43-49, 51, 53-58, 60, 63-64, 66, 71, 73, 75-81, 83,
95, 97-98, 100, 110, 112-114, 116-117, 123-125,
127-131, 135-136, 139-140, 142-147, 150-153,
155-159, 161, 165-170, 173-174,

Mail Bid Sale 24 of Colombia material was closed
on 8 November. 1 allowed an extra week to see if there
were any letters which had been delayed by the anthrax
scare in the U.S. postal service. Bids were received on
exactly half of the lots in the sale, 92 of 184 listed. The
successful bids totaled $2930.50. Lots were mailed to
the successful bidders and payments are being received
as this is written. I hope to distribute the proceeds to
the consignors prior to the Christmas holidays.
Bidding was especially strong for the lots of
Colombian States stamps and official cubiertas, almost
all of which were sold. Large multiples also continued

JIM CROSS
COLOMBIA
SALES MANAGER
23
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THE MARKET REPORT
CORINPHILA SALE OF LONDONO COLLECTIONS
Lot 6357. Tete-beche pair of the 1860 10c yellow-buff
(positions 11-12) sold for the estimate of $3750.
Lot 6358 A similar pair from positions 12-13, ex-King
Carol, with the same estimate, did not sell.
Lot 6360. A block of 40 from stone I of the 1860 10c
yellow-buff estimated at $37,500 was unsold.
Lot 6365. A cover franked with the 1860 5c gray-lilac
and the 10c yellow-buff canceled HONDA FRANCA
and sent to Havana, Ex-Burrus, was estimated at
$15,000 and was unsold.
Lot 6371. A horizontal pair from stone I of the 1860
20e blue, sold for $6000 against an estimate of $3000.
Lot 6375. An exceptional unused example of the 1861
2 V2 c Ex-Newbury, sold for $1650 against an estimate
of $1312.50 and a Scott catalog value of $1 100.
Lot 6402. The only recorded used copy of the 1861
20c red from position 40, showing the retouched "2",
ex-Newbury, and one of the classic varieties of a
Colombian stamp sold for the estimate of $2250.
Lot 6441. The 1864 10c blue (Scott 31), cancelled
Bogota used on a slightly soiled and defective cover to
France sold for $1800 against an estimate of $1 125.
Lot 6442. A part sheet of 54 of the 1864 50c green
showing both types, ex-Larson, plus an additioaln pair
and strip of three sold for $1950 against and estimate
of $1125.
Lot 6454. A somewhat damaged cover with the 1866
I Oc lilac cancelled by a blue oval "Medellin Franca".
and sent to Anvers, Belgium via Colon and London
sold for $1425 against an estimate of just $562.50.

This sale was held 3-5 October. The London()
collections were listed as 364 lots. They included
classic Colombia, some Colombia airmail, Colombian
states (especially Antioquia) and pre-independence
Panama. 248 of the 364 lots were sold, with 40 selling
for the estimate (which was also the minimum bid), 159
selling for up to twice the estimate and 49 selling for
more than twice the estimate. The sale was conducted
in Swiss francs. A buyer's premium of 15% was added
to the hammer price and buyers also paid V.A.T. unless
they had a valid export certificate. The sales catalog did
not indicate how such a certificate could be obtained or
whether there was a charge for it. I have converted
prices realized to dollars at the rate of 100 Swiss francs
equals $75 to include the buyer's premium and V.A.T.
The collections included a number of classic items
and the prices realized indicate there must have been
spirited competition for some items. The percentage of
Panama lots sold was under 60%, somewhat less than
the percentage of other parts of the collection. Fewer of
the items in the Panama collection were listed as
separate lots and the large "balance ofcollcction" lot of
430 stamps and 70 covers which was estimated at just
over $9000 did not sell. I had little advance notice of
the sale and although it was known to our Colombian
members and published in the last issue of Columphil,
no one notified me so that I could mention it in the
previous issue. The published sale catalog was quite
expensive, but the entire catalog with photos of the lots
was available on the Corinphila website.

ANTIOQU1A

CLASSIC COLOMBIA
Lot 6320. An irregular mint block of 16 of the 1859 5c

The classic Am ioqu ia collection was sold in 61 lots.
The table below shows the stamps of the first issue by
Scott number with the number sold and the average
prices realized.

blue sold for $2550 against an estimate of $1500.
Lot 6322. A used block of four of the 1859 5c blue
with Medellin Franca handstamp sold for $1650
against an estimate of $750.
Lot 6335. The reconstruction of the bottom pane of 50
of the 1859 1P carmine, ex-Newbury, sold for $3300
against an estimate of $3000.
Lot 6345. An unused block of nine of the 1860 5c
gray-lilac (Stone I) with the paper flaw in position 16
sold for $3900 against an intimate of $2625.
Lot 6346. Complete sheet of the 1860 5c gray-lilac
(Stone() on wove paper estimated at $5625 did not sell

Scott

# Mint

$ Mint

$ Used

1

1

563

3

345

2

1

813

4

428

3

780

1

750

2

637

3

4
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violet cancelled by black oval Panama and sent to NY.
This apparently was a double weight cover mailed
during the 7c foreign rate period and overpaid 1c. It
sold for $1650 against an estimate of $375.
Lot 6640. 1878 Panama 5c blue-green on thin paper.
A block of 16 from the third printing listed as the
largest existing block from that printing. Ex-Hubbard
and Castillejo. Estimated at $3750 and did not sell.
Lot 6641. 1878 Panama 5c blue-green on thin paper,
Complete sheet of 50 from second printing. Sold for
$1650 against an estimate of $1500.
Lot 6643. 1878 Panama 5c yellow-green. A top margin
vertical block of 10 from the third printing. Sold for the
estimate of $2250.
Lot 6644 1878 Panama 10c blue. Block of 4 from third
printing. Estimated at $2250. Did not sell.
Lot 6645 1878 Panama 10c blue. Vertical part sheet of
20. Largest known multiple from second printing.
Estimated at $3000. Did not sell.
Lot 6650. Somewhat faulty envelope with 6 quartered
copies of the 1878 Panama 20c rose. Sold for $1950
against an estimate of $1875.
Lots 6653 and 6654, 1878 Panama 50c on very thin
paper, positions 44 and 35. Each estimated at $3000,
but did not sell. (These sold for $4625 each in the
1999 Castillejo sale).
In my opinion the lotting of the Panama collection
was not up to Corinphila's usual standards. Many
items which would have been separate lots in the
Colombia sale not listed separately in the Panama sale.
The 1903 registered cover from David to Barranquilla
with Panama F4 which was in the collection when it
was exhibited in San Francisco in 1997, which I
consider to have been the best of his post-1886 covers
was not even listed separately.. The collection
contained 25 used pre-independence picture post cards
with little duplication of views which was certainly
worth a separate listing.
Colin Ross has sent additional results from
Harmer's sales in which they have relistal unsold lots
from the sales previously described in this column.
These result will appear in the following issue.
A recent E-Bay sale offered a 1903 domestic cover
franked with the 10 centavos stamp of the 1902
Medellin issue. A photo of a registered domestic cover
with two 10 centavos stamps of this issue was in the
September issue of this journal. This is the first use of
a single 10 centavos stamp of this issue that has been
recorded. Again the dealer listing the cover had no idea
of its scarcity.

The used price for Scott 3 is distorted, because one
stamp with a Concordia ms. cancel sold for $1500. A
number of copies of Scott #4 mint and used were
unsold. As would be expected the few scarce multiples
of this issue bought good prices:
Lot 6548. A horiz.pair of the 2 A c with ms. Ant ioquia
cancel sold for $4200 versus a $2625 estimate.
Lot 6557. A somewhat damaged vertical pair of the 5c
with ins. Medellin Franca cancel sold for $2850 against
an estimate of $1875.
Lot 6562. A 5c and 10c used together on piece with a
blue oval "Medellin Franca" cancel sold for $3450
against an estimate of $2250.
Lot 6563. A pair of the 10c and a 5c used on a piece
with ms. Abejorral cancel sold for $8250 against a
$4500 estimate.
Other Antioquia lots of interest were:
Lot 6586. A part sheet of 50 of the 55 stamps in the
sheet of the 1875-85 lc black (Scott 21a) ex-Larsen,
sold till $9250 against an estimate of $6375.
Lot 6590. The 1875 Sc green type I (Scott 25) used on
somewhat creased and torn cover with ms. Concepcion
cancel sold for $1950 against an estimate of $1500.
Lot 6591. The 1875 5c green type 11 (Scott 26) used
on a cover with ms. Angostura cancel sold for $2550
against an estimate of $1500.
Lot 6592. The 1875 10c lilac on laid paper (Scott 27)
used on cover with vertical crease cancelled by rns.
Amalfi. Sold for $3300 against an estimate of $2625.
Lot 6604. The 1886 50e rose buff, error of transfer in
the stone of the 10c (Scott 58a) in block of nine. Sold
for $2250 against an estimate of $375
Panama
Lot 6617. A climatically toned 1792 cover with red
PANAMA FRANCA cancel.sold for $750 against an
estimate of only $188. This is believed to be the third
oldest cover from Panama.
Lot 6621. 1859 Colombia 5c violet and 10c red brown
with large Colon oval postmark as well as a full
lenersheet with this cancel. This lot was poorly
described giving the impression the stamps were Scott
Panama 3 and 4 instead of Colombia 3 and 4.
Sold for the estimate of $1875.
Lot 6634. An 1881 Colombia stationery card with the
value in each of the four corners changed to a 2 in pen.
Used to Washington D.C. Sold for $900 against an
estimate of $188.
Lot 6635. An 1881 cover with diagonally bisected
copies of Colombia 1877 20c blue and the 1881 Ilk
25
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THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF PANAMA AEROPHILATELY
by Jim Cross

days. The table gives only the Panama dates of arrival
and departure.
Airmail was dispatched separately on FAM routes
from the cities of Panama and Colon, Most of the
events include first flight covers dispatched from both
cities. The number of pieces of mail dispatched from
Colon is included in the AAMC for events 2 thru I I,
but data on the number of pieces dispatched from
Panama is only given for event 2. Dispatches to
destinations other than Panama or the Canal Zone from
David were added in event 6, but the AAMC states no
special markings were used on that mail.
Looking at the table you can see that within the
three years from 1929 to 1932 airmail service was
extended throughout Latin America and the West
Indies, except to Brazil. The AA MC was compiled
from the point of view of collectors in the United
States. From the perspective of Panama some flights
listed in the AAMC were treated as a single event. Thus
the cachet for event 14 reads "FIRST FLIGHT
PANAMA — VENEZUELA." and the cachets for
event 3 reading "PANAMA — ECUADOR" and
"PANAMA — PERU" were used on mail for two
destinations in each of those countries.
How were first flight covers from Panama
originated? It is not known whether there was enough
lead time for collectors outside of the country to
prepare covers and send them to Panama for dispatch.
The bulk of the covers seen originated with known
collectors or dealers in Panama or the Canal Zone.
Covers prepared by the Colon dealer, Emile Mizrahi,
are by far the most numerous and many covers are seen
from Nathan Levy who dealt from Gatun, C.Z.
The rare first flight covers sent to Panama to he
flown and the somewhat more common covers prepared
and mailed in Panama on behalf of a collector outside
of the country were carried on the flight and then sent
onward to the addressees either by airmail or ordinary
mail depending upon the destinations. However, the
covers prepared by collectors and dealers in Panama
presented a somewhat different problem. They had to
be addressed to someone at the destination who would
accept them and later return them to the sender. The
evidence of the covers shows that banks, American
consuls and airline agents were the most common
agents.

Let me begin this article with a confession. I am not
a collector of First Day or First Flight covers. I
consider them to he philatelically inspired souvenirs.
There arc a few in my collection, but given the choice
of a first flight cover or a commercial cover from a
later flight on a given route, I would prefer the latter.
However, this is a personal preference. As a journal
editor I try to give space to all phases of philately. The
story of Panama first flight covers is part of the history
of Panama acrophilately and it certainly has aspects
which are of interest .
The early survey flights from the isthmus which
carried mail originated in the Canal Zone and Colombia
and are outside the scope of this article. The earliest
foreign mail from Panama which was to be flown by air
was mail dispatched from Panama to Colombia with
SCADTA airmail stamps added to pay for airmail
service within Colombia. These are also outside the
scope of this article.
The article is based on covers in my collection,
photocopies of the collection of covers with stamps of
the 1924 coat of arms issue of the late James B. Helme
(included some early Panama airmail covers),
photocopies from the collections of Allan Harris and
David Leeds, other photocopies submitted as part ofthe
Panama postal markings handbook project and photos
of covers offered for sale on E-Bay during the past
year.
Between February 1929 and July 1937 there were
twenty four first flight events in Panama. All but two of
these were related to American foreign airmail (FAM)
contract flights on routes 5, 8 and 9 flown by
Panamerican Airways or Panagra. The exceptions were
the inauguration of internal airmail service within
Panama by a domestic airline on 28 November 1931
and the flight to Cali illustrated on the front cover.
Many of the events were made up of several shorter
stages. Mail was dispatched from Panama to many of
the destinations on the flights. FAM first flights are
listed in the American airmail catalog (AAMC). Most
dispatches to and from towns in Panama are listed
individually and numbered in that catalog. However,
on some later flights dispatches are grouped and listed,
for example, as dispatches from Guatemala to any
point southbound or from Colon to any point
northbound. The list of events is given in the table on
the following page. Many of the flights lasted several
26
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PANAMA FIRST FLIGHT EVENTS 1929 - 1937
INCOMING

OUTGOING

NONE

9 Feb 1929

2. PANAMA-MIAMI via David, Managua, Tela, Belize and Havana
FAM-5

25 May 1929

22 May 1929

3. PANAMA - MOLLENDO via Buenaventura, Tumaco, Esmeraldas,
Guayaquil and Lima FAM-9

20 May 1929

23 May 1929

4. DAVID - CRISTOBAL FAM-5

21 Jun 1929

22 Jun 1929

5. PANAMA - CURACAO via Cartagena and Barranquilla

24 Jun 1929

8 Jul 1929

?

8 Jul 1929
16 Jul 1929

EVENT
1. PANAMA - MIAMI (Sometimes called the Outlaw Flight)

6. FIRST DISPATCH DAVID-MIAMI
7. EXTENSION OF FAM-9 TO SANTIAGO

25 Jul 1924

8. EXTENSION OF FAM-9 TO BUENOS AIRES

18 Oct 1929

9. EXTENSION OF FAM-9 TO MONTEVIDEO

30 Nov 1929

13 Jan 1930

1 Jan 1930

20 Jan 1930

12 Mar 1930

11 Mar 1930

10. PANAMA-BROWNSVILLE via San Salvador, Guatemala,
Tapachula and Vera Cruz FAM 5 & FAM 8
11. PANAMA-SAN JOSE FAM-5
12. PANAMA-CALI. AIRPLANE CORDOVA

8 Oct 1929

10 Apr 1930
30 Apr 1930

13. FAM-5 EXPRESS SERVICE TO MIAMI via Puerto Cabezas and
Havana. Pilot - Charles Lindbergh

27 Apr 1930

14. EXTENSION OF FAM-5 to MARACAIBO via Puerto Cabello

7 May 1930

7 May 1930

15. ROUTING OF FAM-5 VIA LA GUAIRA

5 Oct 1930

1 Oct 1930

16. FAM-5 DIRECT FLIGHTS TO MIAMI via Kingston and Cienfuegos

11 Dec 1930

2 Dec 1930

17. FAM-5 EXTENSION TO TRINIDAD via Maturin

14 Feb 1931

11 Feb 1931

18. FIRST NATIONAL AIRLINE FLIGHT connecting Colon, Panama,
Taboga, Chorrera, Bejuco, Anton, Penonome, Aguadulce,
Santiago, Puerto Armuelles, David and Bocas del Toro
19. FAM-5 EXTENSION TO MERIDA via Puerto Berrios and Payo
Obispo
20. FAM-5 EXTENSION TO COZUMEL
21. FAM-8 EXTENSION TO MEXICO C/TY
22. FAM-9 EXTENSION TO LA PAZ
23. FAM-9 DIRECT OVERNIGHT SERVICE TO LIMA
24. FAM-9 EXTENSION TO CALI

28 Nov 1931

6 Dec 1931

5 Dec 1931

?

15 Apr 1932

1 Jun 1930

15 Apr 1932

29 May 1932

20 May 1932

?

4 Dec 1936
18 Jul 1937

Some other ways covers were addressed arc shown
later in the article. Many first flight covers show an
addressee in the destination city of the flight, but this
need not be the case. A prime example is found in the
Mizrahi covers for event 8, the extension of service to
Buenos Aires. These include covers addressed to
Montivideo, Uruguay and Asuncion, Paraguay as well
as to Buenos Aires. The AAMC shows 741 covers
were dispatched from Colon to Buenos Aires, more

than any other flight for which the number is known..
A few of the collector prepared covers show
philatelically inspired franking, sometimes overpaying
the airmail rate. Generally first flight covers were
marked with a receiving datestamp to show that they
were actually carried on the flight. Since registered mail
always was backstamped upon receipt, some first flight
covers were registered to insure that they would be b
backstampcd.
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A cachet was applied to covers by the dispatching
post office. Six types of Panama cachets were
used.during the twenty-four events.

PRIMER VUELO
AGENCIA POSTAL

COLON, Reptiblica de Parlarri4

P r

qira

KINGSTON, Jamaica,
PRIMER
CORK° AEREO

q INTINACIONAL

Type 5 handstamps were used only for event 16
from Colon to Kingston and Cienfuegos.

Type I handstamps were used only for event 1, the
9 February 2001 flight.

1 AGENCIA POSTAL DE COLON
PRIMER SERVIIPP CE coaRtg ACM

1
1

PANAMA-CI-IIRIOUI

Type 6 handstamps were used in Colon for events
23 and 24.

Type 2 handstamps with appropriate text on the
bottom line were used for events 2 thru 5 and 7. The
AAMC indicates there was no special marking used in
David for event 6.

oRgEos

la

AGENCIA POSTAL DE COLON

R

PRIMER $ERVICIO DE COMO AREA

2817E

?RIMER COR R
At REO tiAereNAL

NOV1EMSRE
"3 DE NOVIEMBRE"

PANAMA.-HONDURAS

Duplex handstamps similar to those shown were
used in each of the eleven towns which dispatched mail
for event 17. All had the same legend between the bars
on the killer portion of the duplex. These handstamps
were also used as receiving marks and were often
struck on the front of the covers. In Colon a 'Type 4
handstamp with a blank bottom line was also used.
In addition to the handstamps described above,
there are also handstamps of types 2, 3 and 4 on which
the bottom line text is reversed, i.e. "NICARAGUA —
PANAMA" These were apparently intended for use as
receiving cachets on incoming mail. Since they contain
no date a receiving date stamp also had to be used.
There are only a limited number of incoming first flight
covers in our member's collections and only a few
covers with receiving cachets have been recorded..

Type 3 handstamps with appropriate text on the
bottom line (not listed in the AAMC) were used on
registered mail for events 2 and 3.

AGENCIA POSTAL OE COLCU
PRIMER
VUELO
COLON-ARGENTINA

ri

Type 4 hunch:Lamps- with appropriate text On the bottom
line were used for evemb; 8 to 17, 19 to 2 and event 24
from Panama.
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made it easier for the clerks to make a mistake on some
covers from a flight. There arc quite a few instances of
covers which did not receive a cachet, received the
wrong cachet or were struck by mistake with the cachet
intended as a receiving mark. This could happen if the
clerk did not check the text prior to applying it to the
letter. If there was more than one handstamp it might
indicate that the wrong one was used.
For example: the AAMC states there were only
twenty-one covers flown from Colon to Santiago for
event 7. 1 have photocopies of three. One has the
correct cachet, one has no cachet and the third has the
"COLON — CARTAGENA" cachet with CHILE
written over CARTAGENA in manuscript.
The story of the 9 Feb 1929 flight is known to most
airmail collectors, but others may not know about it.
The first flight from Panama to Miami on FAM-5 on
8 February 1929 was a high profile flight piloted by
Charles Lindbergh. Panama had prepared to dispatch
mail on this flight, issued its first airmail stamp and
accepted covers to be carried on the flight. At the last
moment administrators in the U.S. postal service
refused to accept the mail, because the contract with
Panama to carry it had not been signed. Only mail from
the Canal Zone was carried on the flight. Panamerican
Airway's president Juan Trippe tried to lessen the
adverse effects of the ill-considered snub of Panama by
flying another plane to Miami with the mail the
following day. However, the U.S. postal authorities in
Miami refused to backstamp the covers. Large number
of the covers were mailed in Colon with the printed
address of./. Trippe in New York. They include covers
with various errors of Panama CI including the red
overprint variety, inverted and double overprints.
Perhaps as a portent of things to come the cacheted
cancels used on the mail have "internacional"
misspelled by omitting the "r".
Figure 1 on the following page is one of the rare
exceptions from this flight. It was described by the
dealer as the wrapper from a small matchbox size
parcel which was registered and sent on the flight
addressed to Cuba. It was marked in red ink "muestras
sin valor" (samples without value). Because it was
registered it received a Miami receiving mark of 13 Feb
1929. The eleven centesimos of arms stamps include
six centesimos for the basic postage on a letter
weighing 30-45 grams and five centesimos for the
registration fee. It could be philatelic, but appears to be
a rare example of commercial mail sent on this first
flight. Being registered, it has a Miami backstamp.

In my opinion a quality first flight cover should:
• Be franked with stamps paying the proper airmail
rate for the destination, type of service and weight.
• Have stamps cancelled with a legible datestamp.
• Have a single clear strike of the applicable cachet,
preferably on the front.
• Have an arrival date stamp confirming that it was
flown on the first flight.
• Be neat with no extraneous markings.
If you rate Panama first flight covers on these five
characteristics you will find that there are very few five
point covers. That is part of what makes the
"wonderful world" of the title. There were many
reasons. Collectors prefer what we call "letter-sized
envelopes" in the United States. These are either #6 or
#7 envelopes measuring from 6 x 3 3/4 inches to 7
x 4 inches. Larger envelopes generally do not fit well
on album pages. On the smaller envelopes the space for
stamps, cancels, addresses and cachets is limited and
needs to be wisely used.
The first Panama airmail rate schedules required
regular postage plus an airmail fee. Airmail stamps
were issued in denominations that paid only the airmail
fee. A minimum of two stamps were needed on airmail
covers when these rates were in effect. Duplex
handstamps were used to cancel stamps. Generally
more than one strike of the handstamp was required to
cancel the stamps and these sometimes had to be struck
sideways so the date would be legible.
Many Latin Americans, including Panamanians, did
not habitually put the stamps on a letter in the upper
right corner. This often required the cancel to be struck
at an unusual angle to cancel the stamps and avoid
covering the address. Many senders wrote the address
in the center of the envelope or even on the left side,
rather than in the lower right quadrant and often wrote
it in rather large script. This left limited free space for
cachets. The combination of these factors limited the
number of first flight covers on which all of the
markings could he neatly and clearly struck without
overlapping. The Panama cachet handstamps were
rather large which made placing them more difficult.
Types 2, 3 and 4 were handstamps on which the
text could be changed as required. Our member David
Leeds lived in the Canal Zone at the time and recalls
that he actually set up the handstamp for the ColonSantiago flight himself when he mailed some covers.
Circumstantial evidence suggests that the cachets were
applied as covers were received in the post office,
rather than in one batch just prior to dispatch. This
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Fig 1. Wrapper from small registered package of samples sent to Havana on the 9 Feb 1929 flight
covers, other than first flight covers, showing these
rates are not plentiful.
As a general principle Panamanian airmail rates
were set equal to or lower than Canal Zone rates,
because otherwise a significant amount of mail from
the cities of Panama and Colon would have been mailed
in the Canal Zone. On ] January 1930 the Canal Zone
adopted new rates eliminating the dual fee system and
setting new airmail rates per 15 grams. Panama
apparently followed suit although COPAPHIL has no
documentation that the new rates were effective on that
date. The new rates were published in the Presentation
Booklet given to delegates to the 1932 U.P.A.E.
Convention ( except that Venezuela was omitted from
this rate table). The new domestic rate was 7 centavos
per 15 grams. However no 7 centavos airmail stamp
was issued , so domestic airmail covers (mostly from
David to Panama) continued to have a regular 2
centavos stamp in addition to a 5 centavos airmail
stamp_ This may have confused the public and covers

The first airmail rate to the United States, regular
postage plus a 25 centavos airmail fee was effective for
only Event 1. At that time the registration rate was 5
centavos and the acknowledgment of receipt rate was 2
V2 centavos. Examples of airmail covers showing this
registration rate are quite scarce.
When the first scheduled FAM-5 flights began on 22
May 1929 the rate to the U.S. had been reduced to
regular postage plus a 20 centavos airmail fee.
However, the registration and acknowledgment of
receipt fees had been raised to 10 centavos and 5
centavos respectively. No published table of fees has
been found, but the evidence of first flight covers
indicates the airmail fee was 10 centavos for domestic
covers, 15 centavos for mail to Belize, Colombia
(coastal towns), Ecuador, Honduras, Curacao and
Nicaragua, 20 centavos for mail to Cuba, 30 centavos
for mail to Peru, 45 centavos for mail to Chile and 50
centavos for mail to Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay.
These rates were in effect until 31 Dec 1930 and
30
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post office. Mizrahi used the same arrangement on
covers to the other destinations in event 5.
Figure 8 shows a cover from the Colon to Santiago
Chile flight which received no cachet. It was sent on
that flight, but addressed to Washington, D.C. Figure
9 shows a cover from the same flight which received
the "COLON-CARTAGENA" cachet with Cartagena
corrected in manuscript to Chile.
Figure 10 shows a government airmail envelope
used from Panama on the Buenos Aires flight which
was forwarded onto Washington D.C. The postage and
registration markings used so much space that the first
flight cachet had to be struck on top of other markings.
By event 10 Mizrahi seems to have figured out how
to get a quality printed cover. His covers to El
Salvador and Mexico for this event are first class.
However, Figure 11 shows a cover which was sold in
May on E-Bay which he sent to a private addressee in
Texas. His return address was struck endwise on the
cover and the stamps were spaced out so much that
there was scarcely room for the cachet.
Figure 12 shows a cover from event 16 which
illustrates a philatelic overfranking totaling 24
centesimos. The cover is noteworthy because it has
both the type 4 and type 5 cachets from Colon for this
flight.
Figure 13 shows a cover from the same flight to an
addressee in N.Y. The cachet was apparently struck too
lightly the first time, so it was struck again legibly at
the upper left.
Figure 14 shows a cover from event 17 to Trinidad.
It shows strikes of two type 4 handstamps from Colon,
one with PUERTO ESPAIZIA in the lower line and the
other with TRINIDAD (Ant. Inglesas). This is the only
flight for which two different cachets of the same type
have been recorded. Unfortunately, this cover was
apparently run through a cancelling machine upside
down upon arrival and the machine cancel is on top of
the lower cachet.
Figure 15 shows a cover for event 18 from Bejuco.
It is an example of a typical misplaced address. No pre1950 covers other than the first flight covers have been
recorded from Bejuco, illustrating the totally philatelic
nature of such covers.
Figure 16 shows a cover from Colon to Puerto
Berrios prepared for event 19. The AAMC states that

from David to other countries are found on which a 2
centavos stamp was added to the airmail postage,
although it was not required.. For event 18 a special
domestic rate of 5 centavos was announced and a
special stamp was issued to frank these covers.
However, covers from these flights are found on which
regular postage has been added.
Most of the cachets on first flight covers were struck
in Panama in violet ink. The strikes are sometimes so
faint that they are almost illegible_ Many cachets for
the PANAMA — HONDURAS leg of event 3 from
both Colon and Panama have the misspelling
"RANAMA." on the bottom line.
Emile Mizrahi had most of his envelopes printed,
but seems to have initially had difficulty designing a
suitable envelope. Figure 2 shows his creation for event
2. He used so much of the cover for the heading and
address that some of the stamps had to be affixed at the
left and the cachets were often struck over the address.
This cover to Tela, Honduras shows the RANAMA
error.
Figure 3 shows a registered Mizrahi cover to
Havana for this event. It received a correct Type 2
"PANAMA-CUBA" cachet, but also the scarce Type
3 PANAMA-HONDURAS" cachet in error.
Figure 4 shows a Mizrahi cover to the United States
from the same event which received the "PANAMA —
CUBA" marking in error. The "PANAMA —
ESTADOS UNIDOS" marking from Colon seems to
be scarce and Colon covers to the U.S. that I have seen
have the wrong cachet or no cachet. Figure 5 shows a
cover which received no cachet. I have not seen a
Colon cover with the correct cachet.
Figure 6 shows one of the Mizrahi covers registered
to Managua with a Type 3 cachet with the bottom line
reversed "NICARAGUA — PANAMA." This is the
only cover recorded with a reversed type 3 marking.
A quantity of the 2 centesimos stamped envelopes
were overprinted with two bars and the words
CORREO AEREO in large type. These were sold by
the post offices and are known used from Colon,
Panama and David. Figure 7 shows a Mizrahi cover on
one of these envelopes probably mailed by special
arrangement with the Colon postmaster. It is addressed
to Mizrahi in Colon, but was flown to Cartagena and
then obviously returned to Colon by the Colombian
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flights from which 40-50 covers arc known. In
comparison I know of no other airmail covers from
Panama to Bolivia in the next ten years.
These figures show a few of the Panama first flight
covers that do not qualify for a 5 point rating. These
were gleaned from the covers in two specialized
exhibits and two general postal history collections.
Undoubtedly there are many other inhabitants in this
"wonderful world."
Figures 2 thru 17 below have been reduced to half
of their normal size. Photo credits:
Allan Harris. Figures 4, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15
David. Leeds. Figures 2, 9, front cover illustration

Colon prepared a type 4 handstamp for the event,
appropriately worded. COPAPHIL does not have a
photocopy showing this handstamp. The cover shown
did not received a cachet in Colon. However, it received
a " Barrios - Miami" cachet in error upon arrival in
Puerto Bcrrios.
Figure 17 illustrates a Nathan Levy cover from
event 22 to Bolivia_ Apparently he was unable to
arrange a mail drop in La Paz and so when the cover
was returned to sender it had "return to sender"
markings struck over the addressee on the cover.
It is not known how many covers were flown on this
flight from Colon and Panama, but they arc priced at
$16.00 in the AAMC, comparable to prices on other
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The evidence of covers indicates that the 1930
Panama airmail rates remained in effect until 1937. The
Canal Zone adopted new airmail rates in one ounce
increments on 1 Dec1937. The new Canal Zone rate to
the U.S. was 15 cents. The new Panama rate was
apparently 8 centavos for 15 grams (1/2 oz.) and 15
centavos for 30 grams (1 oz.). It has not been
confirmed that the new rates were adopted in Panama
on the same date, but the 2 Feb 1938 Caribbean Games
issue, which was probably ordered several months in
advance, includes an 8 centavos stamp. There were
probably also new rates to other countries in Latin
America. I can confirm from covers they were 7
centavos to Costa Rica and 11 centavos to Ecuador.
Transatlantic service to Europe was not initiated
until 20 May 1939. Prior to this date the airmail rate to
Europe and Asia was the rate to the United States plus
the 5c sea mail letter rate. Such covers from the short
period when the 8 centavos per 15 grams rate to the
U.S. was in effect are quite scarce. There were only
four weeks between the inauguration of transatlantic
service and the addition of the cancer postal tax to the
rates. 1 have not seen such a cover and they must be

• .1 1 1 m•Ii. ..,o,wja.,•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_, •

quite scarce.
Beginning 15 June 1939 postal tax was required on
all first class correspondence including airmail and this
added 1 centavo to all the airmail rates. Apparently
even this slight differential affected the volume of
airmail from Panama to the U.S. so on I Jul 1941 the
airmail rate to the U.S. was reduced to 7 centavos per
15 grams plus postal tax. This made the 1/2 oz. letter 8
centavos and the 1 oz. letter 15 centavos (the same as
the 1 oz.C.Z. rate).
The Canal Zone reduced its airmail rate to the U.S.
to 10 cents per oz. on I Apr 1945 and to 5 cents per oz.
on 1 Oct 1946. Panama probably reduced its rates at
the same time. or soon after as the 5 centavos rate was
in effect for the inauguration of service to Houston and
Corpus Christi TX on 15 December 1946.
All of the above rates were in effect during the
period when the Panama arms issue definitives were in
use. They provide a wide-range of uses of the stamps to
pay all or part of the various airmail rates.
There is still a lot of research that needs to be done
to complete the picture of Panama airmail rates, a key
part of the "wonderful world" ofPanama aerophilately.
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COLOMBIA : THE EXPRESS CARRIER'S POSTAL SERVICES
Part III of an article by Alan Anyon
LIST OF KNOWN EXPRESS

21. CORREO SEMANAL DEL DORADO.

CARRIERS.

Between March and November 1870 a service
existed between Bogota and Guasca to handle mail
between George Crowther working at Lake Guatavita
and his partner Enrique Urdaneta in Bogota. Weekly
letters were sent hence the Semanal in the service's
name. It seems likely that the crudely printed stamps
were produced by Crowther himself on whatever paper
he could find in view of the varieties that existed. The
currency was expressed as 1 real which was equivalent
to 10 centavos.

Editor's Note: In error the illustration of the types of
lines in subparagraph (iv) on page 19 of the previous
issue was omitted. The correct text is:
(iv) Unbroken lines. Frame at bottom right
instead of Z'Zsa (position 7 in pane)

19. CORREO RAPIDO DE SANTANDER
Established by the Departmental Legislature in
Ordinance No. 46 of 1927, as allowed for under
National Postal Law No. 82 of 1916, the service was
operated by COSADA and provided routes between
Bucaramanga and Malaga via Pamplona (?) And
between Bucaramanga, San Gil. Socorro, Zapatoca and
Velez. It ceased to operate in 1931 (see CORREO
RAPIDO DEL NORTE DE SANTANDER). Two
issues of stamps were made.

1870 Woodblock. lmperf
1. 1 real (10c) red/
white wove
a. Tete-bcche pair
b. Red/white laid
c. Red/white pelure
flower spray wmk.
d. Red/greenish pclure
e. Red/bluish pelure laid
f. Red/bluish pelure quadrillcd

1927 Lithographed by Litografia
Departmental de Bucaramanga
Perf. 12.
Sheets of 50 (10x5)
I. 2c emerald green
a. imperf.
This stamp is reputed to have been printed in 1914,
but not issued. It was used in pairs until the 1928 4c
stamp became available.

22.

EMPRESA DE AUTOBUSES.

Founded in 1922 by Antonio Puerto it covered three
routes: (1) Bogota. Choconta, Ionia, Paipa, Duitama,
Santa Rosa, Helen and Soata with a branch from
Duitama to Sogamoso. (2) Bogota, Moniquira,
Barhosa, Socorro, San Gil and Bucaramanga. (3)
Honda. Before 1925 the service had been renamed
Autobuses de Boyaci and it eventually became
Compariia de Transportes Terrestres. It issued a single
stamp.

1928 Lithographed by Litografia
Departmental de Bucaramanga
Perf 12.
Printed on ungurnmed paper
The 4c value was printed in
sheets of 80 (10x8)

1923 Lithographed.
Printer Unknown
White letters on a
colored ground
Perf

2. 4c green
3. 20c violet (for registration)

20. "CORREOS DL&RIOS" MANIZALES

I. 10c blue (shades)

Martiniano Bolero ran this service in 1924. Its route
is unknown and it issued no adhesive stamps.
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Eventually the company became the best organized of
all the express carriers with more than 90 agencies,
extending its service across the entire country except
for the Department of Chock and the Intendencias del
Sur. It continued to carry mail until at least April 1 951.
RibOn often worked in conjunction with other
express carriers, see Sociedad Cooperative de
Autobuses "Saurer". RihOn and Pachuribe were
parners in a joint enterprise that was dissolved at the
end of 1927 when Pachuribc was taken over by
Compafiia Urbana de Transportes (qv). The carrier
produced six issues of postage stamps.

23. EMPRESA TRANSMAR.
This company operated a service between
Buenaventura and Cali in the period 1950-1958. No
adhesive stamps are known.
24. EMPRESA DE TRANSPORTES "RAPIDO
MAGDALENA"
Owned by Nieto & Jimenez, sometimes shown as
Antonio Nieto & Co., this carrier was operating in
1928-29 with a daily service to the Pacific coast,
normally in conjuntion with Expreso TobOn. It claimed
to provide a service from Bogota to Cali in two days.
No adhesive stamps were issued.

r

rw s ° J. ,
1923. Typographed by
BUM
TIP. ARCONVAR t IXF
Bogota
&mon ccr
ipRII ;
*°
I mperf
/

25. EMPRESA DE TRANSPORTES DE SUR S.A.
This company was operating in 1934. Based at
Neiva it had office in Polonia. Gigante, Guadalupe,
Campoalegre, GarzOn, Florencia, Hobo, Altamira and
Valencia_ It issued no adhesive stamps.

t'D

1. 5c blue (type 1)
2. 5c blue (type 2)
3. 25c red and blue
(Registered)

26. EXPRESO CARIBE.
This service probably ran in and about Barranquilla
and Cartagena. It is known to have been operating in
1931 and issued a single stamp.

,0451A•c&*?"54
AA,

t;

27. EXPRESO COLOMBIANO DEL PACIFICO
EXPRESO RIBON
CONDUCTO RIBON
In 1906 a transport company was formed by Julio
G. RibOn which was permitted by the government to
carry mail in1922. Originally called Julio G Rib& e
Hijos, this was soon changed to Expreso Colombian del
Pacifico with the family name appended. Sometimes del
Pacifico was omitted and sometimes the full family
name was merely replaced by Ribein. Later postmarks
showed only Expreso R ibOn or Conducto RibOn
indicating the company name had undergone further
change. The original mail routes were Bogota, Ibague,
Buga, Cali and Bucaramanga, Bogota on to COcuta.
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1925 Lithographed
Printer Unknown
Colored circle with
white lettering
Perf 11 w/sheet
margins imperf

a 0.0

"i1PRESII COLOMBIAND"
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DATE ????
Lithographed
Printer unknown
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"EXPRESO C0IOMBIAr10"
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RECOMEVOA DA

RIBON v 1-11JC,S.
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1.11114.7..S. vvvvv

4. 5c
5. 20c red
(Registered)

1925 Lithographed
Printer unknown
Perf 12.

CORREO EXPRE So
8060 TA
A

CAu
006

6. 6c red & blue

SUMO
SE MIDHCIAL

(I I urt & Williams lists a 4c red in this design, but
there is no evidence that it exists).
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A crudely designed imperf.
lithographed stamp printed in
brown-red and inscribed
EXPRESO COLOMBIANO
is known, hearing a straight
line cancel of the same name.
Its design includes a 3,
presumably indicating a 3c value which is not found on
any other carrier's stamp. It seems likely this is a bogus
issue.

1927-1931
Lithographed by
Litografia Colombia
Bogota
Perf 12.

7. 6c red (1927)
8. 12c violet-blue (1931)
9. 18e blue-green (1931)
10. 24c lilac (1931)
11. 30c orange-brown (1931)

28. EXPRESO DE SANTANDER

This service was operating in the late 1930's and
had one of its offices in Barrancabermeja. It issued no
adhesive stamps.

1932 same as above
12. 5c red.

29. EXPRESO TOBON.

During 1927 Pablo E. Tob6n started a daily mail
service El Expreso that carried letters between
Mani7ales, Pereira, Armenia, Cab, Popayan and
Buenaventura. The name was later altered to "El
Expreso" TobOn and finally to Expreso TobOn. By
1929 coverage was expanded to include the
Departments of Caldas, Valle, Cauca, Quindio and
Tolima. In the middle of 1930 the service was extended
to Bogota and Medellin. Before that time mail for the
route between Buenaventura and Bogota had been
handed over to another contractor to complete the
journey. At first this was mainly Rib6n, but by
November 1929 on-carriege was by Ripido
Magdalena. During the final years Expreso TobOn
extended its service to the Department of Militia It
issued a single adhesive stamp. It ceased carrying mail
about 1940, but following Decree No. 1574 of
September 1933 only its cancellations identify the
letters it carried. The stamps issued by TobOn's Cali
office in late 1928 and during 1931 bore manuscript
intials and two different types exist. Their purpose is
unknown.

1932 Numbers 8-11 surcharged
"5" in red or blue
13. 5c/12c violet-blue (red)
14. 5c/1 8c blue-green (red)
15. 5c/24c lilac (red)
16. 5c./30e orange-brown (blue)
1936. Lithographed by
State Printing Works
Berlin
Perf 11.
17. 5c salmon pink
18. 10c deep blue
19. 20c deep dull purple
20. 50c yellowish green
21. IP sepia
22. 2P bright orange
23. 51) deep blue
24. 10P bright carmine

17 - 20. 2S

Overprinted "R" in red
25. I Oc chrome yellow (registered)

1928 Lithographed by
Mariano Ramos,Cali
Perf 11.5 between stamps
with sheet margins imperf

This issue was never put into use, probably due to
the 1933 government ban on private carriers using their
own adhesive stamps. It was perhaps released to
provide some revenue for Ribein from sales to
collectors.

1. 6c Carmine
a. Imperf
b. Dull red
ba. Transparent paper
c. Vermillion
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30. EXPRESO TREJOS REP. LTDA.

32. LA FLOTA SANTANDER

This service was running in the eastern part of
Colombia. It had offices in Armenia, Bugalagrande,
Ca icedonia, Calm& Cali, Cartago, Cerrito, Chine hina,
La Victoria. Manizales, Palmira, Pereira. Roldanillo,
Santa Rosa, Sevilla, Tulna and Zarzal. Thus its route
was very similar to that operated by CORREO
EXPRESO TRANSOCAMPO (qv). The earliest
known use is May 1959 and the latest October 1964. It
issued no postage stamps.

The service was operating in 1931-32 between
Cticula and Bogota under contracts with both Expreso
Rib& and Campania de Transposes Terrestres. It
issued nu adhesive stamps, but its cancels are found on
stamps of the two contract companies.

33. FLOTA SONSON DORADA LTDA.
This daily service was currying mail at the
beginning of the 1960's. It issued no adhesive stamps
and although it had a depot in Sonsan its routes are
unknown.

31. LA FLOTA SANTA FE.
During the period 1932-42 Jorge Pardo operated
this mail service between Bogota and Villeta and
intermediate towns. Two adhesive stamps and,
following the 1933 government ban on the use of
private stamps, three different 5c rubber stamps were
in use by the service during its life.

34. GARAGE HUDSON
In 1924(?) A mail carrying service was initiated
between Barranquilla and Cartagena by Garage
Hudson, owned by Salomon Zugbi. It was short lived
and few covers carried by the service have survived. A
single stamp issue was made, although at that time the
central government had not authorized private carriers
to issue their own stamps.

1922 Lithographed.
Printer unknown.
Printed in vertical
Ungummed strips-4
Perf 12 between stamps
imperf at sides
Wide margin at top.
issued in booklets of 4 strips

1924(?) Lithographed by
Francisco Valientk
I niperf.
1. 10c blue-black
2. 10c reddish brown

1. 5c blue.
a. imperil
2. 5c violet
a. imperf

35. LA VANGUARD1A LIBERAL CORREO
RAPIDO
The service was operated between 1925 and 1936
by the newspaper La Vanguardia Liberal, mainly to
speed its delivery from Bucaramanga to Ciicuta. It
issued one adhesive stamp.

1 4-17,
-4J111
11JITT
;?Fr
&= ia,419
6 .>Sobreporie por

1

k

1934 Typeset on salmon
colored paper
Perf 12.

E

5 Ctr '

1. 20c black/salmon
36. SERVICIO AEREO COLOMBIANO (SACO)
This service, founded by Ernesto Samper Mendoza,
was inaugurated on 15 June 1933 to carry passengers,
parcels and mail between Bogota and Medellin with an
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Telegraphs it flew mail flee of charge within its
network sporadically between July and December 1946.
No contract was forthcoming and the service ceased in
May I947. No adhesive stamps were issued.

office in Bucaramanga. A complaint from SCADTA,
whose monopoly it infringed, led to Ministry of Posts
and Telegraphs Regulation No. 1673 of 5 Dec 1933
prohibiting SACO from carrying mail. A rubber
stamped overprint was used on national stamps that
were sold at double face value to pay for the service
during its brief existence. However, in December 1934
SACO signed an agreement with the Ministry of
Communications to start a national airmail service
between Bogota and Bucaramanga. The letter rate was
15c including the national postage. The service from
Bogota commenced on 10 Dec 1934 with the return
flight on 17 Dec. Only first flight covers are known.
According to Gehauer SCADTA subsequently took
over SACO.

Various straight line cancels were used.
Via adrea TACA/Correo LIBERTADOR seen 1945
"Correo LIBERTADOR"/de la TACA seen 1946
seen 1947
"Correa Libertador/TACA
Also a double lined box with rounded corners
CORREO AEREO/LIBERTADOR/date/TACA
41. TAXI AEREO DE SANTANDER (TAXIDOR)
The airline was founded in Bucaramanga in 1942.11
operated an airmail service in the period 1955-57 that
was inaugurated on 11 Jul 1955. However, a 1952
cover exists, sent from San Vicente to Bogota, with a
rubber stamp VIA TAXI AEREO DE SANTANDER
and hearing national airmail stamps totalling 15c.
Offices existed in Bucaramanga, Barbosa, Medellin,
San Vicente, Rio Ilacha, Barrancabermeja and
probably elsewhere. Although it did not issue its own
design stamps three national stamps were overprinted
in black with a sans serif TAXADER.

37. SERVIFON
This comany is included in the Hans Kemp list in
Bogota Filatelico, but nothing is known about it.
38. SOCIEDAD DE AUTOBUSES "COLOMBIA"
This service, previously known as Compania
Interdepartmental de Autohuses "SPA" was operating
in 1928-29 carrying mail between Tunja and Bogota. It
also had an office in Velez. No adhesive stamps were
issued.

1955 National stamps overprinted
1. 5c orange (1954 First International Fair, Bogota)
2. 10c red (1954 Seventh National Athletic Games)
3.15c deep green (1955 Greater Colombia Merchant
Marine)
a. inverted overprint.

39.
SOCIEDAD COOPERATIVA DE
AUTOBUSES "SAURER".
In 1931 this company was under contract to
Expreso RibOn and operated between Bogota and
COcuta. It had offices in Guepsa, Sogamoso and '1 unja.
No adhesive stamps were issued.

CORR}DSnr COKIM 111A

.4Ps
16
"I
v). Jumossruncos 11000.0.1_13

40. ICORREO LIBERTADORJ TACA
(Lineas Areas TACA de Colombia)
The Colombian TACA company, one of an
international chain, was formed on 17 Nov 1944 and
began carrying mail in Jan 1945. The service connected
Medellin to Bogota, Bucaramanga and Ciicuta. Hoping
to obtain a contract with the Ministry of Posts &

0 CENTAVOS 10

42. TRANSANDINA DE COMISIONES V
TRANSPORTES ( J. London() y Cia)
Only their printed envelope, that was addressed to a
river steamer company, has been seen.
39
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1. 5c blue & brown (shades to almost red)
a. l'etc-beche pair.

43. TRANSPORTADORA COLOMBIA
Operating in the period 1936-1941 this mail service
covered Medellin and the surrounding districts, going
as far as Rio Negro. Its single stamp issue of 1936
contravened the national Decree No. 1574 of
September 1933.

45.TRANSPORTES SONSON LTDA.
Hans Kemp included this company in his Bogota
Filatelico article. but nothing is known about it.
46.TRANSPORTED UNIDOS
An advertisement has been seen promoting this mail
service which ran between Bogota and COcuta with
depots in Moniquira, Velez and Guepsa. Its date of
operation is not known and it issued no adhesive
stamps.

1936 Lithgraphed by
J. L. Arango, Medellin
Perf 11.
1. 6c brown & yellow
a. imperf
b. deep plum & yellow
ha. imperf.

47. EL VELOZ EXPRESO
This company is listed in Hans Kemp's article in
Bogota Filatelico, but nothing is known about it.

44. TRANSPORTES ECONOMICAS
The service was started in 1933 by Ignacio Rojas
& Cia_ (Rojas Agadelo & Co) and served a route
between Bogota and lbague. Its Piedecuesta(?) office
used a rubber stamp which included Sobreporte S
centavos. One adhesive stamp was issued.
1933 l.ithographd
Printer Unknown
Sheet of 8 (2x4)
with bottom two
rows inverted
giving two
fete-beche pairs

This concludes information about the private
express companies carrying mail that are known to me.
Others probably existed, but none are known to have
issued their own adhesive stamps. This article records
all stamps that were in the numerous comprehensive
collections of covers and stamps that have been formed
over the years. If any readers have additional
information about these or other express companies I
would be very grateful to receive it through the editor

.1tNACIOAJAS.tfter.
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TYLER, Varro

Postal Carriage Across the Isthmus." by Phil Kenton.
Copies are available from Leonard Hartman, Box
36006, Louisville KY for $25 postpaid.
1 noted the death of our member Professor Varro
Tyler in the letters column of the American Philatelist.
He was one of the foremost experts on stamp forgeries,
author of hooks, articles and a newspaper column on
this subject. His article on the Dumontiel forgeries of
Colombia appeared in the Congress Book for 1992 and
his study of the third type of 1886 Tolima stamps was
the basis for their delisting in the Scott catalog. His
death leaves a gap which may never be filled.
Next year marks the centenniel of Panama's
independence. It would seem appropriate for
COPAPRIL to do something special for this event.
Members are invited to submit suggestions to the
editor.

I. Gewelbe has contributed at least $5.00 and is
recognized as a contributing member for this
membership year.
Vicente A. Pascual collects Panama. He is the son
of our former member of the same name. His email
address is vap(d)oty.com. Scott Hansen collects
Panama codes 5I and 53. Pedro E. Guevara collects
Panama codes 54, 56-59, 61-63, 66 and 68
I don't always get around to reading my American
Philatelist promptly. Our member Don Avery had a one
page article in the May 2001 issue showing use of an
obsolete S DM P stamped envelope to mail a letter from
Medellin. The same issue contained a review of the
Rossiter Postal History Journal. Volume 1, 2000. This
120+ page softbound book was published by the Stuart
Rossiter Fund in the U.K. One of the four articles was
"Crossroads of Panama: How the Panama Railway
Came into Being in 1855 and the Subsequent Years of
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THE EDITOR'S PAGE
by Jim Cross
Mail thru 1950 will appear in the Collectors Club
Philatelist. The editor is behind on his publication
schedule. The first installment should appear in the last
issue of 2001 which is not yet printed. My purpose for
selecting that publication and not this journal is to
reach a wider philatelic audience and encourage
additional collectors to consider our specialty.
One thing that I learned in doing research for the
article is that while Panama was part of Colombia it
originated more registered mail than all the rest of the
country. Since each town numbered its registered mail
beginning with 1 on the I" of January it is possible to
estimate the annual totals from the number and date of
the latest cover available. In 1886 about 10,500 pieces
of registered mail originated in the city of Panama
alone. while the total for Bogota is estimated at 3750.
The Panama volume fell somewhat after the end of the
French Canal Company operations, but it recovered to
over 10,000 again by 1900, a figure that Bogota did not
reach prior to 1904. The total pre-independence
registered mail volume from Panama between 1881 and
1903 was approximately 275,000 pieces. Dr. Helme
assembled 153 examples in his collection, which
included significant numbers from two large
correspondences. I estimate that no more than 250
have survived.
I estimate the total registered mail volume for the
rest of Colombia during the same period was less than
200,000 pieces There is one extensive correspondence
of letters to Hungary, but even so I would estimate the
total number of surviving registered covers from
Colombia from the period to be less than 200.
JIM CROSS

Most of this issue is devoted to two major articles,
both definitive studies of stamp issues including the
first half of Kenneth Rowe's article on the Colombia
1920-1922 provisional issue and the full text of the
Federico Brid's article on the 3' Colon provisional
overprints which includes the color page. Both authors
made my job easier by furnishing camera ready copy,
although I had to do a bit of cutting and pasting of
Rowe's article to make it fit our page size.
The third Colon overprints are quite scarce on
cover. There were fourteen covers from ordinary mail
in the Helme collection. Thirteen were sold as lot 1095
for $1100 plus 10%. buyer's premium. These included
one use on a post card and one printed matter cover.
The following lot was a unique use of Scott 131 on
cover. There were nineteen registered covers with one
or more stamps of the issue. However, only two of
these are dated in January or February 1904 when.
according to [)r. Helme, the stamps were in regular use.
One cover has a pair of the 10c stamps, one of which
has the RICOLON handstamp which Scott lists as
Panama F 15. strongly suggesting the handstamp was a
cancel, not an overprint. There is only one other cover
with this registration stamp. The later covers date from
April 1904 thru January 1905 and all seem to be from
correspondences of stamp dealers.
I attended the A.P.S. spring meeting in Riverside
CA last month. Brian Moorhousc had a booth and had
his usual interesting selection of Colombia and Panama
material. I had a chance to see David Leeds who spent
several days at the show. David managed the latest
Canal Zone Study Group mail sale and delivered lots to
a number of buyer's in person, including yours truly.
My four installment article on Panama Registered

THE SALES MANAGER'S REPORT
managed the last two Panama only sales has an
employment commitment which makes it impossible for
him to continue to serve as the sales manager,
Please do not send consignments for the next sale at
this time. Instructions for consignors will appear in this
column in the next issue.
JIM CROSS, SALES MANAGER

Prices realized for Sales 23 and 24 are being mailed
with this issue. The next sale will be close on 31
October 2002. The catalog will be mailed with the
September issue of COPACARTA. This sale will
include both Colombia and Panama. The results of the
last Panama only sale were very poor with less than
10% of the lots receiving bids. Patrick LaMastus who
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THE 2002 COPAPHIL GENERAL MEETING IN BOXBORO, MA
There will be many exhibits in our area of interest
including three not previously shown. These include
"Panama Registered Mail 1881-1906" by Charles
Meroni Jr., "Colombia Cubiertas" by Debbie Friedman
and my non-competitive exhibit, "Incoming Mail to
Panama and the Canal Zone." I am also showing my
"Panama Arms issue" exhibit which has been expanded
from 5 frames to 8 frames since last shown in 2000.
Allan Harris is showing his "Panama Aerophilately."
Alex Rendon, who will be a member of the jury, is
showing non-competitively his exhibit of Colombia
Private Carriers, He last showed this at our 1992
meeting in Orlando. It is the finest collection of this
material, which was the subject of Alan Anyon's recent
article, that has ever been assembled.
The Meroni exhibit includes over 200 registered
covers including most of the former registered mail
collection of Dr. James Helme. That collection was last
shown in the U.S. in 1984 and in ESPAMER in
Buenos Aires in 1985. Almost half of the covers in the
exhibit have been acquired since 1985 and have never
before been shown.
It is tentatively planned to hold the 2004 general
meeting at SARAPEX in Sarasota FL. Sarasota is now
the only APS sanctioned show in Florida and the site of
the newly opened Canal Zone museum. The 2006
general meeting is tentatively planned to be held at the
F.I.P. international show in Washington D.C.

This meeting will be held in conjunction with the
Philatelic Show on 3, 4, and 5 May. Members are
asked to sign in at the COPAPHIL table when they
arrive. Those who wou Id 1 ike to dine together on Friday
evening should meet at the COPAPHIL table at 5:30 .
There arc no restaurants near the show site and we will
have to drive to the restaurant. In the past these
informal dinners have been one of the most popular
events at the meeting, giving everyone a chance to get
acquainted with other members in attendance.
The Board of Directors will meet at breakfast on
Saturday morning. The Canal Zone Stitel;y Group will
be holding its meeting from 10:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.
on Saturday. The CZSG will have several short
programs as a part of its meeting. The COPAPHIL
general meeting will follow immediately and should be
fmished by 3:00 P.M. so that exhibitor's can attend the
jury critique. The COPAPHIL meeting will discuss
current and planned events The awards banquet will be
held Saturday evening. A unique feature of this show is
that after the banquet exhibitors are encouraged to
stand by their exhibits so that other exhibitors can he
guided thru them.
On Sunday 5 May 2002, I will be presenting a
program on "Panama Registered Mail." This will begin
with a brief presentation in the meeting room and then
will include walk-throughs of the Meroni exhibit and
the registered mail in my "Panama Arms exhibit."
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COLOMBIA: THE 1920-1922 PROVISIONAL NUMERAL ISSUE
Part I of an article by Kenneth Rowe
In addition to the 1908 designs the values of three
centavos which were copied from the 1920 engraved
stamp by Perkins Bacon (Scott #359) and the fifty
centavos of the 1902 series (Scott #271) were treated in
the same way. It is difficult to understand why, when
the three centavos was copied that the PROVISIONAL
label was not included in the master die.
All of the papers used were manufactured in the
United States and I have already commented on the
types of watermark found on the issue (COPACARTA
Vol 17.113, p59 2000). Thanks to Robert Muller it is
now known that the "Made in USA" watermark
originally classified as Type 3 is, as I suspected. not a
separate twc, but a part of the Type 1 watermark.

This issue has been neglected for various reasons
which is a pity because it is just as interesting as the
earlier numeral issues. Studd (1) gave a very brief
overview in 12946 and in 1973-75 Luis E. San Juan (2)
wrote a complicated article on one value (One

Centavo).
In 1918 the introduction of the three centavos rate
and the difficulty of obtaining replacements for the
1917 definitive series persuaded the Colombian Post
Office to order a locally printed provisional series.
The order was given to the Litografia Nacional
which decided to use the existing dies for the 1908
issue, which were still in their possession, for the design
with an inserted label inscribed "PROVISIONAL" and
essays were prepared for approval.

This preliminary essay for the five centavos value
show significant differences from the issued stamps
both in the position of the label and its spelling.
Production involved the preparation of an
intermediate transfer stone„ clearing suitable space on
each stamp image and the transfer of a label to the
cleared area. This process resulted in differences in the
angle and placing of the label and flaws within the
labels themselves. In order to visualize these differences
a skeleton background for each value was prepared and
a standard label was placed in the actual position of
each unit of the transfer stone.

TheCanadian Postal Archives in Ottawa contain the
official U.P.U. Specimen Books for the period and
these include the complete Provisional series
handstamped with the words "OFICIO" or "OFI".
The table on the following page shows each value
and reviews each printing and the different settings
within each printing. In all cases, except one, I have
depicted the layout of the intermediate transfer stones
and shown the sheet make-up for each setting. These
layouts are confirmed by sheets. part sheets and large
multiples in my collection.
The table is followed by detailed settings for each
value. All major identifying varieties have been
indicated by arrows and minor flaws have been marked
on the skeleton frame and the label for each value.
Comments on the settings, substituted cliches and
significant varieties arc made for each value if needed
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Value

Angle

Year

Int Stone

Sheet

Settings

25

li

22 ° -25 ° 1920
1 5°
5
1921

1
1C

22°-25° 1920
15 °
1921

25
15

100

2

Open A

150

1

Closed A

2C

15°-22° 1921

15

100

1

3C

15°-20° 1921

15

100

2

5G

25°-27° 1920

20

100

2

5C

45°-52° 1922

25

100

1

10(

22°-25° 1920

20

100

2

20

22°-25° 1920

10

100

2

50C

15°

20

100

1

1921

100

Comment

1

15

Changed to blue 1921

HALF CENTAVO

SETTING

FIRST PRINTING

1 2 3 4 5 1
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HALF CENTAVO (continued)

TRANSFER STONE
1. Flaws V & A.
2.

fl

.

P.

3.

4.LabeI touching H of MEDIO.
5.
6.
7.

Flaws P & I.
si
11

12.
13.

P.

P.

8.

9.

A.

It

V.
R.

Label line double.

14. Broken E.
17. Frame lines broken.
Many inner frame lines touched
or broken.
Ink colour and over inking are
problems with this value.

SECOND PRINTING

Studd reports that the second printing had a transfer
stone of 15 units. Unfortunately I do not have enough
multiples to confirm this nor have I been able to
determine the setting. I would be pleased to hear from
any member possessing a multiple or sheet.
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THE ONE CENTAVO
The first printing was prepared from the l908 die without a crossbar on the 'A' of CENTAVO. It had two settings.
The second shows substituted transfers in sheet positions:- 50, 60, 70 and 96, probably to repair damage to the stone.
FIRST Sfrr

FIRST PRINTING

I HL

A
TRANSFER STONE
1. Flaw O.
3. Blob lower left frame.
5. Break lower frame.
6. Flaw P.

7.

"

5.

P.

9.
11.Break lower left design.
17.Flaw V.
1 8.

n

O&I&N.

19.Elaw N.
20.Break lower design.
22.Flaw V&A.
23. "

S.

25.Blob lower frame.

sF CONS

Srrrtlit

to
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ONE CENTAVO (continued)
SETT1N0
SECOND PRINTING
1
b
11

2

3

4

5

1

111111M019-11.
1 e 9 0111§6.12 13 14 15

111116.- "IIMMISMIE

_

15

A

MEM

J
Iiiiin
4111.11.
_
-..1.111EMIVEIAM

I

6
ii

0

a 44,15

12

3

4

15

/

5

oil

'

i15

5i4 30

TRANSFER STONE

2.

Flaw 0 & N.

3.

I

4.

'I

L.

11.

V & A.

12. Right frame break.

Break in outer frame.

6.

Blob & Break in outer frame
Label touching 'U' of UN.

9.

"

A.

5.

7.

10. Flaw I.

13. Clipped label. Flaw V. and
upper right frame break.

14. Upper left frame break and flaw
R.
Clipped label.
15. Lower left frame break. Label touching
Flaw A.
and line
Label touching
crossing right frame.
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TWO CENTAVOS
SETTING

ONLY PRINTING
2

3

4

5

ii

blEco n MEM n
Ma0 K OMMEMO
1MM
I
WM ENE=

%„.
150-22°

mE MEMO
OMnMMill
OMEN MEM.
ImMEMBEEMMO
UUMMBRIBUMO
TRANSFER STONE

i. Blob on right frame and flaws
P & L.
Blob on right frame.Break in
2.
label & flaws R & L.
Flaw V.
3.
" R,1 & A.
4.
Lines in UL & LR frames and
5.
Flaws I & L.
Label breaks & line L frame.
6.
Flaws V,0 & L.
7.
8. Two breaks right frame

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

50

Label touching '0' of DOS.
Break in right frame.
Flaws O,S,N,L.
Break in UL frame. Flaws I,A.
Blob on UL frame. Flaws R,N,L.
Break in upper frame.Flaws R,N,A.
Break in label.Breaks in LL &
upper frame.
Blob in UR frame.Flaw in L.
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THREE CENTAVOS

FIRST SETTING

ONLY PRINTING

I .2

3 '4 15

6 • 7 8 IR

I

tr3 =am

INEEMZI
IMMEIN

15

NIMIN
MIN
11=111 MMIIM
MIMI

MI

°KIT E PUT IN POSIT Low 151
TRANSFER TYPE RIO WAS OSED
INSTEAD OF TRANSFER TYPE 011

SECOND SETTiNG

TRANSFER STONE

1. Label break & flaw R.

8. Label break.

3. Label thin & flaw P.

9. Flaw P.

4. Flaw P & L.

11.Label clipped & corner break.

5. Label thin & flaw P.
7. Label break a flaw P.

12.Dot above S C of TRES
CENTAVOS value tablet.
13.Label break & flaw R.
14.Broken P & flaw L.

The three centavos stamps appear to be the only value of the series which has been forged.
An illustration and details are given at the end of the article.
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PANAMA: THE 3 rd COLON ISSUE OF 1904,
ITS SETTINGS, ERRORS AND VARIETIES
by Federico A. Brid
of the 3`d Colon issue can be established. The 10 ,
20, 50, 100 and 500 values appeared in January
1904 and the 200 and one Peso in February 1904.
The 3° Colon as well as all of the other provisional
overprints was valid for postage until the
appearance of the Hamilton Bank Note Co. issue of
1906, For the 20 value that would be August 31.
1906 and for the other values it would be
November 19, 1906, Even though back of the book
stamps were issued with the 3 rd Colon overprint,
this article is limited to the regular Issue stamps,
Scott 129-138,

Brief historical background of Scott 129-38.
Pnor to the 1903 independence from Colombia,
Panama had three national postal agencies: Bocas
del Toro, Colon and Panama City.
Soon after independence all three postal agencies
utilized their existing stock of Colombia stamps and
overprinted them with the words Panama,
&pubhca de l'anama or le de Panama. This was
done to meet the postal demands of the new country
as well as that of collectors. The overprinting was
done by means of a rubber handstamp, a brass
handstamp or by lead typeset In order to
differentiate which overprints came first, the early
cataloguers simply called them by the name of the
town in which they were issued and by the order of
issuance: 1" Panama (Scott 51-64), 2 th1 Panama
(Scott 65-70), 3`d Panama (Scott 71-75), 4th Panama
(Scott 76-82), 1" Colon (Scott 101-108), 2'1 Colon
(Scott 109-116), 3"IColon (Scott 129-139), 1"
Bocas (Scott 151-157),
Bocas (Scott 158-161).

Colors of the overprints. Four ink colors were
utilized to overprint the stamps: carmine, brown,
black and blue. Because of the freshness and
quantity of ink on the plates the carmine color can
vary from a strong red to a light pink. Improper
cleaning of the plate also produced a reddish brown
color on the carmine overprints. This creates some
difficulty in distinguishing Scott 129 from Scott
131. Several shades of blue can also be found on
both of the 50c stamps. In some instances, stamps
were overprinted with the wrong color. These
could be color trials or actual errors, Stamps with
overprints on the wrong color are very scarce.

The third Colon overprint in detail

Colon utilized five types of provisional
overprints for the regular issues, four are recognized
by the principal catalogues as meeting a postal need.
Two of the recognized overprints were made with
rubber handstamps (Scott 101-116), and two with
typeset (Scott 129-139). Of the typeset overprints, it
is said that Scott 139 also forms part of the 3` d
Colon Issue since it was used for one month during
the priming of the Colon stamps and was issued
to meet the demand for 200 stamps. No covers are
known with stamps with Scott 139 although several
non-philatelic covers exist with Scott 135, In my
library I have numerous early clippings from stamp
magazines like Ewen's Weekly Stamp news ,.
London, The Metropolitan Philatelist, New York
and Mekeel's Weekly Stamp News, Boston. Each of
these periodicals published continuous lists sent by
their correspondents in Panama of the various issues
as they started appearing in 1903. From these
publications an order of release of the various values

The settings. Three settings were created to
overprint the ten different stamps of this issue,
Each of the settings was set up to cover 50 stamps.
Setting one consisted of ten rows of five subjects
each. Settings two and three consisted of five rows
of ten subjects each During the overprinting
process the sheets of 100 stamps were folded either
vertically or horizontally in the middle and the
pruning plate was applied to each half of the sheet.
Thus varieties in the typeset of the printing plates
will appear twice on the sheet.
Luff, Bartels and Heydon described two settings
utilized for the overprinting of this set of stamps
but do not indicate which setting was used to print
which value Dumont writes of a third setting but
attributes this setting to only three values and
misses other values of the second setting. By
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The constant errors have the following
positions in the full panes of 100 stamps:

examining full panes of the rd setting and large
multiples of the 1" and 3`‘' setting I have been able
to establish the position of the constant errors and
which settings were utilized to print the ten stamps
of this issue
Scott No.
Value

Setting

129-It
130 - 50
131- It
132 - 10
133 - 20
134 - 100
135 - 200
136 - IP
137 - 500
138 - 50t

x

x

2
Setting

3 Setting

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
a
x
a

x
x

Constant errors

No accent on the
last 'a' of Panama
Accent on the 'a' of
Republica
Thick bold l' of
Republica
Lettering % mm
from the tor

x
x

1.6. 15.
20, 83,
88, 92,
97

1. 15,
38, 47.
51, 65,
88, 97

6, 20,
33, 42,
56, 70,
83, 92

62. 67

17, 67

12, 62

64, 69

19, 69
41-50,
91-100

For a view of the 50-subject settings and the
position of the constant errors on a full pane of
100, refer to the computer-generated tables. The
shaded section represents the setting. The cells
within the tables have the following codes-

x

Constant errors within the sett'ngs. Normally
the words RepUblica and Panama have an accent on
the u and i respectively. In all the three settings the
word Panama is found without an accent and once
in each setting there is a smaller than normal accent
on the *a' of RepUblica. In two of the settings the l'
of Republica is bold, thick and appears to be of a
different size font. The separation between the bar
and the top of the 'R' of Republica is between 2 and
3 millimeters depending on the rows and the
settings. In the second setting, on the 5 * and 10u
row, this space is only % of a millimeter wide.
Details of the constant errors are depicted below:

3/4mm from bai

Setting Setting Setting
III
,
11

•
•
•

No i = No accent in Panama
& i = Small accent on 'a' of Republica
Thick i = Bold think 'i' in Republica
.• .75mm = % millimeter space between the top
of the 'R' of Republica and the bar

Other constant varieties. There are several
minor varieties that are constant within the printing
plates. Most of these vaneties are due to breaks in
the letters, distancing between the lettering and the
bar, alignment between the words and breaks or
damage to the solid bar above the lettering.
Because of these constant varieties it would be
possible to plate any stamp from the three settings.

a:.

Counterfeits. In order to create rarities, or to
increase the value of stamps of the 1892-96 issue
fake surcharges were manufactured, some were
crude, while others are quite sophisticated. Most of
the fake overprints 1 have in my collection are in
dull black ink applied by means of typeset or
cliché. Some of the overprints are a single subject
cliche, whereas others were made into a multiple
setting. These multiple setting overprints are very
deceiving since they traced the position of the
originals quite closely.

No accent on
Panama

Accent on 'a'
of Republica
Thick bold 'i'

1 also find them hand drawn or applied by
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means of a ribber hand stamp. Usually these fake
overprints are found on high catalogue items like
Scott 132 and 136 or in combination with genuine
normal overprints in order to create mixed color
varieties or double surcharges. Instant rarities were
not the only purpose for faking stamps of this issue.
1 have in my collection a fake vertical pair of Scott
133. One of the stamps has a normal surcharge, the
other without an accent on last 'a' of Panama. I
have also two fake normal singles of Scott 137. A
good number of stamps with the fake dull black
typeset overprint have a guarantee marking on the
gum side reading United Stamp Co.

Two-cent value:
o Hand drawn and lettering in black ink applied
to Scott 16 to make it appear as Scott 1333
o Dull black typeset overprint applied to Scott 16
to make it appear as Scott 133a.
o Same as above without accent on the last 'a' of
Panama.
o Double fake overprint in dull black ink applied
to Scott 15, one overprint is diagonal.
o Same as above, one overprint is without accent
on the last 'a' of Panama.
Five-cent value:
o Dull black typeset overprint applied to Scott
130 to make it look like a double overprint, one
black, the other carmine. The fake overprint is
diagonal.
Ten-cent value:
o Dull black typeset overprint applied to Scott
134 to make it appear as Scott 134c. The fake
overprint is diagonal
o Same as above, the fake overprint has no
accent on last 'a' of Panama.
Twenty-cent value:
o Dull black typeset overprint applied to Scott
135 to make it appear as Scott 135b.
o Same as above, the fake overprint is without
accent on the last 'a' of Panama.
o Dull black typeset overprint applied to Scott
135 to make it look like a double overprint.
The fake overprint is inverted.
o Dull black typeset overprint applied to Scott
135 to make it look like a double overprint
The fake overprint is inverted diagonal.
o Same as above, the fake overprint is without
accent on the last 'a' of Panama,
Fifty-cent value:
o Inverted overprint on wove paper applied to
Scott 13, The bar is hand drawn and the
lettering is from a hand stamp.
o Deep blue typeset overprint applied to Scott 13
with lettering from a very fine font The two
copies I have in my collection have a boxed
Fuera de Hora hand stamp in black ink. This
hand stamp is not recorded as used by the
Panama postal authorities.
One peso value:
o Dull black typeset overprint applied to Scott 21
to make it appear as Scott 136.
o Same as above, the fake overprint is without
accent on the last 'a' of Panama.

For a detailed list of the charactenstics of
genuine
Colon overprints and a companson with
fake De Thuin copies see The Yucatan The
Work of Raoul Ch. De Thuin. Philatelic
Counterfeiter, Maryland, 1974. The chapter on
Panama was written by Dr. James B. Helme and is
found on pages 302-330.
The following represents a list of stamps with
fake overprints in my collection_ I am sure other
vaneties exist. For samples of fake overprints,
please see the color page of this issue of
COP/IC.11RM.
One-cent value:
o Dull black typeset overprint applied to Scott 129
to make it look like a double overprint. The
fake overprint is inverted.
o Dull black typeset overprint applied to Scott 129
to make it look like a double overprint. The
fake overprint is inverted and diagonal.
o Dull black typeset overprint applied to Scott 129
to make it look like a double overprint. The
fake overprint is vertical reading down.
o Hand drawn lettering and bar in brown applied
to Scott 15 to resemble Scott 131, No accent on
Panama.
o Dull black typeset overprint applied to Scott 15
to make it appear as Scott 132.
o Same as above without accent on the last 'a' of
Panama.
o Dull black typeset overprint applied to Scott 15
to make it appear as Scott I32a. The overprint
is reading down with the bar at bottom.
o Dull black typeset diagonal overprint applied to
Scott 15 to make it appear as Scott 132b.
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o Deep black typeset overprint applied to Scott 21
to make it appear as Scott 136. The bar is very
thin and the lettering is 'A millimeter from the
bar_
Errors and Varieties. The chronologers of
Panama stamps Luff, Bartels, Heydon and Dumont
created lists of errors of this issue but they were
unable to compile as complete list as the one found
in this article.

L)

I mentioned previously that there are many
constant varieties due to breaks in the lettering and
damage to the solid bar above the lettering. I also
mentioned varieties in color due to the intensity of
the ink on the printing plates or improperly cleaned
plates I will not list these variations or list either the
varieties due to shifts of the overprint vertically or
horizontally unless there are significant omissions
like missing bars. In an attempt at consistency, and
hopefully a more definitive and orderly list, I will
use a combination of letters and numbers to list the
known errors. The letters are for a distinct error and
the numbers to group its variations.
Roster of known errors and varieties

M)

Scott 129
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

G)
H)
0

No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
Accent on the 'a' of Republica
Thick bold 'i' of Republica
Y. millimeter from bar
1/4 millimeter from bar and no accent on the
last 'a' of Panama
Diagonal surcharge
I. No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
2. Accent on the 'a' of Republica
3. Thick bold `i' of Republica
4. % millimeter from bar
5. 1/4 millimeter from bar and no accent on
last 'a' of Panama
Bar omitted
Bar omitted and no accent on the last 'a' of
Panama

N)

Bar at bottom
Pair, one without surcharge

0)

55

inverted surcharge
1. No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
2. Accent on the 'a' of Republica
3. Thick bold `i' of Republica
4. % millimeter from bar
5. % millimeter from bar and no accent on
last 'a' of Panama
Double surcharge
1. Both overprints no accent on the last a's
of Panama
2. Both overprints, with accent on both a's
of Republica
3. Both overprints, thick bold i's of
Republica
4. Both overprints,'/. millimeter from bar
5. Both overprints, % millimeter from bar
and no accent on last a's of Panama
6. One overprint normal, the other
diagonal
7. As L6, no accent on last a's of Panama
8. As L6, accent on both a's of Republica
9. As L6, thick bold i's of Republica
10. As L(, 3/4 millimeter from bar
11. As LIO, no accent on last a's of
Panama.
Double surcharge, one inverted
1. One overprint without accent on the last
'a' of Panama
2. Both overprints without accent on the
last a's of Panama
3, One overprint with accent on the 'a' of
Republica
4. Both overprints with accent on the a's
of Republica
5, One overprint with thick bold 'i' in
Republica
6. Both overprints with thick bold i's in
Repuhlica
7. One overprint Y. millimeter from bar
8. Both overprints'/. millimeter from bar
9. As M7, one overprint without accent on
the last 'a' of Panama
10. As M7, both overprints without accent
on the last a's of Panama
Vertical pair, top stamp inverted overprint,
bottom stamp double, one inverted
Horizontal pair, left stamp normal nght
stamp double, one diagonal
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Scott 130
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)

I)

J)
K)

No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
Accent on the 'a' of Republica
Thick bold `i' of Republica
% millimeter from bar
1/4 millimeter from bar and no accent on the
last 'a' of Panama
Bar omitted
Bar at bottom
Inverted surcharge
1. No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
2. Accent on the 'a' of Republica
3. Thick bold T of Republica
4. % millimeter from bar
5. 1/4 millimeter from bar and no accent on
the last 'a' of Panama
Double surcharge
1. Both overprints, no accent on the last a's
of Panama
2. Both overprints with accent on the a's of
Republica
3. Both overprints, thick bold i's of
Republica
4, Both overprints,'/. millimeter from bar
5. Both overprints,'/. millimeter from bar
and no accent on the last a's of Panama
Olive overprint
Light brown overprint

I)

J)

Scott 132
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

Scott 131
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

G)

Double surcharge, one in brown normal, the
other in carmine diagonal
Double surcharge, one inverted
I. One of the overprints without accent on
the last `a' of Panama
2. One of the overprints with accent on the
'a' of Republica
3. One of the overprints with thick bold 'i'
of Republica
4. One of the overprints'/. mm from the
bar
5. One of the overprints'/. nun from bar
and no accent on the last 'a' of Panama
Double surcharge, both inverted, one in
brown, the other in carmine
1. Brown overprint '/. nun from bar
2. As 11, no accent on last 'a' of Panama
3. The carmine overprint without accent
on last 'a' of Panama

No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
Accent on the 'a' of Republica
Thick bold '1' of Republica
% millimeter from bar
% millimeter from bar and no accent on the
last 'a' of Panama
Bar omitted
I. As F and no accent on the last 'a' of
Panama
Vertical pair, top stamp overprint in carmine,
bottom in brown. Carmine overprint mm
from bar
1. As G, carmine overprint without accent
on the last 'a' of Panama
2. As G, brown overprint without accent on
the last 'a' of Panama

G)

H)

56

No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
Accent on the 'a' of Republica
Thick bold `I' of Republica
% millimeter from bar
% millimeter from bar and no accent on the
last 'a' of Panama
Diagonal surcharge
I. No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
2. Accent on 'a' of Republica
3. Thick bold 'i' of Republica
4. % millimeter from bar
5. % millimeter from bar and no accent on
the last 'a' of Panama
Inverted surcharge
I. No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
2. Accent on the 'a' of Republica
3. Thick bold 'i' of Republica
4. % millimeter from bar
5. % millimeter from bar and no accent on
the last 'a' of Panama
Double surcharge, one inverted
1. One overprint without accent on the last
'a' of Panama
2. One overprint with accent on the 'a' of
Republica
3. One overprint with thick bold 'i' of
Republica
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I)

1)

6. Vertical pair, top stamp normal and'/.
millimeter from bar, bottom stamp
double, one diagonal
7 As K6, top stamp no accent on the
last 'a' of Panama

4. One overprint'/. millimeter from bar
5. One overprint 1/4 millimeter from bar and
no accent on the last 'a' of Panama
Vertical surcharge reading up
I. No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
2. Accent on the 'a' of Republica
3 Thick bold 'i' in Republica
4. % millimeter from bar
5. % millimeter from bar and no accent on
the last 'a' of Panama
Vertical surcharge reading down
I. No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
2. Accent on the 'a' of Republica
3. Thick bold 'V of Republica
4. % millimeter from bar
5. % millimeter from bar and no accent on
the last 'a' of Panama

Scott 134
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)

Scott 133
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
C)

K)

No accent on the last 'a' of PCMCMG
No accent on the 'a' of Republica
Thick bold 'i' of Republica
1/4 millimeter from bar
% millimeter from bar and no accent on the
last 'a' of Panama
Bar omitted
Bar omitted and no accent on the 'a' of
Panama
Bar at bottom
Pair, one without surcharge
1. As 1, overprinted stamp'/. mm from bar
Inverted surcharge
1. No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
2. No accent on the 'a' of Republica
3. Thick bold 'i' of Republica
4. % millimeter from bar
5. % millimeter from bar and no accent on
the last 'a' of Panama
Double surcharge, one diagonal
I. Both overprints, no accent on the last a's
of Panama
2. Both overprints with accent on the a's of
Republica
3. Both overprints, thick bold is of
Republica
4. Both overprints 1/4 millimeter from bar
5. Both overprints' millimeter from bar
and no accent on the last a's of Panama

I)

K)

L)

57

No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
Accent an the 'a' of Republica
Thick bold 'i' of Republica
% millimeter from bar
% millimeter from bar and no accent on the
last 'a' of Panama
Bar omitted
Bar omitted and no accent on the last 'a' of
Panama
Bar at bottom
Inverted surcharge
I. No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
2. Accent °tithe 'a' of Republica
3. Thick bold 'i' of Republica
4. % millimeter from bar
5. % millimeter from bar and no accent on
the last 'a' of Panama
Double surcharge
/. One overprint no accent cat the last 'a'
of Panama
2 Bath overprints no accent on the last a's
of Panama
3, Both overprints with accent on the a's
of Republica
4. Both overprints, thick bold i's of
Republica
Double surcharge, one inverted
1. One overprint no accent on the last 'a'
of Panama
2. One overprint, accent on the 'a' of
Republica
3. One overprint, thick bold 'i' of
Republica
4. One overprint 'A millimeter from bar
5. One overprint'/. millimeter from bar
and no accent on the last 'a' of
Panama
Double overprint, one black, the other
carmine
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Scott 135
A)
B)
C1
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)

I)

K)

No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
Accent on the 'a' of Republica
Thick bold `i' of Republica
% millimeter from bar
% millimeter from bar and no accent on the
last 'a' of Panama
Bar omitted
Bar at bottom
Inverted surcharge
1. No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
2. Accent on the 'a' of Republica
3. Thick bold 'i' of Republica
4.
1/4 millimeter from bar
5. % millimeter from bar and no accent on
the last 'a' of Panama
Double surcharge
1. No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
2. Accent on the 'a' of Republica
3. Thick bold 'i' of Repubbca
4. % millimeter from bar
5. V. millimeter from bar and no accent on
the last 'a' of Panama
Double surcharge, one diagonal
I No accent on the last a's of Panama
2. Accent on the 'a's of Republica
3. Thick bold i's of Republica
4. % millimeter from bar
5. 1/4 millimeter from bar and no accent on
the last a's of Panama
Brown surcharge
1. No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
2. Accent on the 'a' of Republica
3. Thick bold 'V of Republica
4.
1/4 millimeter from bar
5. % millimeter from bar and no accent on
the last 'a' of Panama

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)

Scott 138
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
0)
1)

J)
K)

No accent on die last 'a' of Panama
Accent on the 'a' of Republica
Thick bold 'i' of Republica
V. millimeter from bar
% millimeter from bar and no accent on the
last 'a' of Panama
Bar omitted
Bar at Bottom
Full bar at top and Bottom
'ana' missing in Panama
Double surcharge
I No accent on the last a's of Panama
2. Accent on the as of Republica
3. Thick bold i's of Republica
4. % millimeter from bar
5 % millimeter from bar and no accent on
the last a's of Panama
Vertical pair, top stamp normal, bottom
stamp double, shifted down
Vertical pair, top stamp normal, bottom
stamp double, one diagonal
Double surcharge. one diagonal
References

Scott 136
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

No accent on the last 'a' of Panama
Accent on the 'a' of Republica
Thick bold 'i' of Republica
% millimeter from bar
% millimeter from bar and no accent on the
last 'a' of Panama
Bar omitted
Bar at bottom
Vertical pair, top stamp without ovetpnnt

Bands, J. M., Bartels' Check List of the
Stamps of Panama, Boston, 1907.
Dumont, G. A. L., Panama, Essai Sur Ses
Timbres-Posies Surcharges, Paris, no date.
Heydon, F E., The Postage Stamps of
Panama, Portland, 1923.
Luff, John, A Reference List of the Stamps of
Panama, New York, 1905.

No accent on the last 'a' ofPanama
Accent on the 'a' of Republica
Thick bold 'I' of Republica
% millimeter from bar
1/4 millimeter from bar and no accent on the
last 'a' of Panama
Acknowledgements
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THE COLOR PAGE
4

-

7' •

• •

i)14-

•

Block of 4. top pair is Scott 129,
bottom pair, Scott 131

,o/rZev-t-,--/dr
44- /

Brown at black on Scott 135

6 July /905 cover traveled from Colon to New Orleans and arrived in Nicaragua
15 days latter. Lettering %rnm from bar indicates that it is from the 2" setting.

Pair, brown and carmine overprints,
inverted or double, one inverted

Sample of fake overprints from top left to right: dull black on Scott 129;
dull black on marginal block of three; dull black on Scott 130; detailed of
hand drawn overprint; inverted dull black on Scott 134; deep blue fake
overprint and fake cancellation; greenish blue, bar is hand drawn,
lettering done with a handstamp; black fake cliche with very narrow bar
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Marginal block of six, two without overprint.
Only known error of this type. Error due to fold.
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COPAPHIL NEWS
NEW MEMBERS (thru 31 May 2002)
381
CHARTRAND. Craig. .
Box 8631
382
LANGE, Fritz Walter
Arabellastr. 5 App 232 ....
CHANGES OF ADDRESS
113
ALEVIZOS, George
C08
BARRIGA, Alvaro . , .
368
MUNRO, Howard.
152
WILKINSON, Anthony .

Chico CA 95927
... Munchen 81925

Box 1408
Apartado 251,505
5611 Forest Ave
113 Short Heath Rd Erdington

USA
Topanga CA 90290
Colombia
Bogota
Evansville IN 47712 .... USA
Birmingham B73 6LH
England

DROPPED - NON-PAYMENT OF DUES
340 ASHWORTH, John
329 HARRIS, Roland
138 KLEIN, Wolfgang W
365 BROCK, Charles M
C55 MALI, Leo
265 HENDERSON.
C31 FROME, Howard
C40 HIERSEMAN, Wayne
284 MANCO, Rene
198 GATON, Paul
190 HUNSBERGER, George S 366 NUMAINVILLE, Leon

Mr. Chartrand collects Colombia codes 02-05 and 07
and Panama codes 52 and 54-56. He purchased a number
of the lots in the Helme sale and has kindly contributed
color photocopies of a number of them. Herr Lange
collects Panama codes 51-54. He joined as a result of
seeing the review of the Colombia/Panama bibliography
in the American Philatelist.
The following additional members have contributed
at least $5.00 for this membership year and are
recognized as contributing members:
Craig Chartrand Pedro Guevara Laszlo Zala
Thomas Myers received the Grand Award at Linpex
2002 in Lincoln Nebraska for "The Mancommun
Airmails of Colombia"
Alan Anyon received a Gold and Best First Time

USA
Germany

328 PURKIS, G. J.

Exhibitor Award at STAMPEX 2001 for" Provisional
Issues of Colombia"
Debby Friedman authored an article in the MarchApril issue of Postal Stationery "A Colombia Postal
Card Major Error and A Postal Stationery Collection
Rediscovered"
Six of our members from Colombia exhibited at
PHILANIPPON 2001. The exhibits and awards won
were:
Gold:
Hugo Goeggel. "Prephilately of Colombia"
James C. Johnson "Colombia -First Commercial
Airlines.
Large Vermeil:
Rodrigo Uribe "Antioquia-Colombia 1868-1886,
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"The Panama Registration System to 1950" which
discusses I 9th century registered mail appears in the
Collector's Club Philatelist for January-February 2002.
Subsequent installments will appear in the following
issues of the journal.
Member Don Avery is preparing an article on the
very rare stamps of the Colombian express company,
Garage Hudson. He would like to list the known copies
of this stamp. Thus far he knows of four covers, but no
loose stamps. Anyone having copies is urged to contact
him at 3712 Bent Branch Road Falls Church VA
22041 or by e-mail at Ndavery@starpower.net . He is
also interested in any collateral information on the
company or its owner, Salomon Zugbi.

Felipe Toro "Colombia: Studies of the 1859-1868
Issues
James C. Johnson "Colombia - 19 th Century Postal
Routes
Mario Ortiz Gomez.. "First Flights of the
Colombian Airmail Service."
Non-member Augusto Peindado also earned a gold
award for his exhibit of "Colombia, Estado Soberano de
Bolivar.
Ray Simrak earned a gold medal at ARIPEX 2002
for his exhibit of "The SCADTA Airmail System –
Canada to Colombia."
Member Bill Welch earned a gold medal at NAPEX
far his exhibit of Colombia Revenues.
The first installment of the editor's four part article,

FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK
The Board has reluctantly decided to raise dues a
small amount. This will be only the second increase
since 1983, quite remarkable considering the domestic
letter rate has increased seven times and over 50%. In
light of the benefits of membership, including the
bibliography given free to all members last year, our
dues are modest.
Last but not least, I would like to congratulate Bob
D'Elia on his election as COPAPHIL's first Honorary
Life Member. This honor is in recognition of his
dedication that has built our library into the largest
holding of references on Colombia and Panama in the
world and his efforts to make its contents available. He
is COPAPHIL's first and only librarian and co-author,
with Bob Mitchell, of the landmark Colombia and
Panama bibliography. The bibliography received an
excellent review in the May issue of the American

Having been President of COPAPHIL during its
formative years, 1 look forward to again working
actively to promote our group. Much has been done
since our formal organization in 1984 that has
furthered the philately of Colombia and Panama and
new activities are being planned. First, I would like to
welcome to the Board Federico Brid, David Zemer and
Dr. Ernesto Arosemena; their commitment to
COPAPHIL bodes well for our future.
At the Board meeting last month, a number of new
initiatives were discussed. A priority is developing a
web site for COPAPHIL. If anyone is willing to work
with me on this undertaking or suggest content, I can be
contacted at rbreuer @nycap.mcom. We will also
develop an e-mail notification list so time-sensitive
news of interest to members who are on line can be
sent. When you send your dues for the coming year
please be sure to indicate your e-mail address if you
have one. In light of the many positive comments Jim
has received, it was agreed that COPACARTA will
have a color page in every issue.

Philatelist.
DEBBY FRIEDMAN

THE SALES MANAGER'S REPORT
1 have already received a number of lots for the
next mail bid sale which will include both Colombia
and Panama lots. I can still accept another one
hundred lots. Please advise me in advance if you plan

to submit more than ten lots. Lots should be mailed to
arrive at Box 2245, El Cajon CA 92021 during the last
two weeks in August .
JIM CROSS, SALES MANAGER
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TRANSMITTAL SLIPS FROM 19 114 CENTURY MAIL
by Jim Cross
not the town in the interior of Panama) The handwritten
form bear the handstamp of the transmitting office.
None of the three listed have been seen on covers. The
one for regular mail only lists the types of items being
sent, not all the classes on the printed forms.
Apparently separate transmittal slips were made for
official mail including court correspondence. The Los
Santos transmittal is for two pieces of official mail and
the Cocuy transmittal is for an auto criminal. A
description of the auto appears in the right column of
the form.
The transmittals are numbered at the top. The
numbers range from 1 to 86. Most transmit just one or
two pieces of mail, but the form from Panama transmits
five letters and fifty-one pieces of printed matter. The
transmittal numbers suggest that the transmittals for
each date were numbered and perhaps entered into a
log. Keep in mind that none of the routes in Colombia
operated more frequently than once a week and service
on some routes was only twice or three times a month.
All of the transmittal slips show considerable signs
of aging. The paper has turned brown and is quite
fragile. The forms are larger than most envelopes, but
show no signs of having been folded. Perhaps they were
transmitted in a separate folder in the mailbags..
Reduced photocopies of the two transmittal forms in
my collection are pictured below.

Very little is known about the operating procedures
of the Colombian postal service in the I 9' century. In
the November 1988 issue I reported on a fmd of an
invoice for the shipment of mail by the postal service of
the state of Panama between Panama and Colon.
Recently I purchased two items showing transmittal
slips for the Colombian postal service on e-Bay. The
owner had four other slips as well. All are from
transmittals of mail to Bucaramanga in the summer of
1892. They show that each packet of mail was
accompanied by a transmittal slip, even if there was
only one item.
Three of the transmittal slips are on printed forms
originating in Panama, Magangue and San Pedro. The
Panama form is headed SERVICIO POSTAL
INTERNACIONAL but seems to have been used for
domestic transmittals to Colombia as well. The second
was printed specifically for use in Magangue. The
latter is a printed form with a space for the name of the
dispatching office. It bears the printer's name at the
bottom: Tip. Bethencourt, Carazao. The printed forms
have lines for paid and due letters; single and double
cards; free, paid and due printed matter; paid and due
business papers and paid and due samples.
The other three forms are handwritten apparently on
sheets from tablets with blue ruled lines. These are
from Cocuy, San Juan de Cordoba and Los Santos.
(This is probably the town by that name in Colombia,
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COLOMBIA: THE 1920-1922 PROVISIONAL NUMERAL ISSUE
Part II of an article by Kenneth Rowe
FIVE CENTAVOS
FIRST PRINTING

SECOND SETTING

FIRST SETTING
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TRANSFER STONE

In the second
setting all Transfer
Type /41 6 were
replaced with other
/ types as marked on
the layout with ' 0 '

Label
Label
5. Frame
6. Frame
9. Label
11. Frame
1.
3.

14. Label thin lower line.
15. Label break.
16. Line through 'P' of REPUBLICA
& label lower line clipped.
17. Label break.
18. Label swollen upper line.
20. Label break.

break & flaw I.
touching 'C' & break.
breaks LL & LR.
break & close to 'C'.
touching 'C' & break.
break.
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SETTING

SECOND PRINTING
7 614
617 19

TRANSFER STONE

2. Label Break & flaw P.
5. Thin lower label line.
7. Break in LR frame.
9. Flaw in P,N & L.
11. Label break & thin lower line.
IS
12,
"
15. Label thin and clipped.

16. Label break.

18.
19. Label thin and clipped.
71. Break in UL frame & thin lower line.
24. Label thin lower line.
25. Label break.

Many stamps of this printing show vestiges

third die below the imprint.
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TEN CENTAVOS
FIRST SETTING

ONLY PRINTING
I 12 3
718

I., =
i

SECOND SETTING

10 li
t
f

n•
ii 32111112•1116.
t, 17 IE, lc 20 .ENKE

.=

1 MIMI
11
WU
MIME
MEMO
NW.
II

12 13

pm 2 •

16 17 18 IR

06

TRANSFER STONE

11

11

7 18

20

4 ,5

g n 10

ln the Second Setting
the sequence of types
in the two bottom
rows is different and
also stamps 71 to 80
(marked with a dash)
had their imprints
clipped off during
the printing stone
preparation.

Label line double & flaw R E I.
Line through D of DIET.
flaw 1 S L.
Break in UL frame
Breaks in label and in
Lower left frame.
16. Label line double & flaw in I.
11
II
31
" in P & L.
17.
H
16
18.
20. Two lines in UR corner of frame
and dot on LL frame.

12.
13.
14.
15.

1. Label line double & flaw P.
1 .
11
11
11
1E
Li.
label
break.
Small
6.
7. Label breaks.
8. Label line double & flaw V.
10.

3.

11

11. Label line double & dot on
value frame between " & N
of CENTAVOS.
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. TWENTY CENTAVOS
7

SETTING

PRINTING
1

2 3 4 5

1

I In
0000
MnnnnNU nnII
EMIllio MEIN
MIME EMI
nnNnIO .111111.0

AIME nMEM.
MEM-

n

11•15=1
TRANSFER STONE

The transfer stone for this value was very clean of label varieties and
only a few are at all significant. It is therefore difficult to reconstruct
in the absence of multiples. Note #3,4 & 9.
There must have been a second setting because the lower right corner copy
(Stamp 100) shows a transfer crease and a similar corner copy in my collection
does not show this variety (Type 10).

In addition to this the double 'PP' label variety (Temprano #283b) cannot
be matched to any of the transfer types shown here. There are also many
stamps that show the 'linethrough '5' flaw,from the original 1908 die which
does not appear on the part sheet (59 stamps) used for this reconstruction.

H S" FLAW

DOUBLE UPPER
LABEL LINE &
'P' FLAW
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FIFTY CENTAVOS
ONLY PRINTING

SETTING

0EIBICIE1 [ Unn
b 7 8 Eic 4= •
gig 13 ci (elfin-MN
on la 19 m nimm

During the preparation of the
printing stone Transfer Type
#6 was damaged at the
bottom and was replaced by
other Transfer Types
(marked '0' on the setting.
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TRANSFER STONE

1

41

dholtnI
i)1iimj

p
RQyi

niegei
4114.104

Break L.Frame & lower L. value
tablet.
4.
Break L.Frame & line below V
of CENTAVOS.
5. Dot before CENTAVOS missing.
7. Breaks left,centre & right frame.
B. Break above 0 of CORREOS 6 line
above P of REPUBLICA.
Break above R of CORREOS.
9.
10. Break UL frame.
3.

69

11. Circular flaw at 0 of COLOMBIA
and P of REPUBLICA.
13. Label break.
14. Break below 0 of COLOMNIA.
15. Break UL value tablet 6 blob on
0 of 50 LL.
16. Line below N of CENTAVOS.
18.

11

11

II

II

19. Break LL tablet.
20. Dot between RR of CORRE05.
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COMMENTS

Perforations.
As with the 1908 issue normal perforations are 10 or 131/2 or
combinations but some reports of stamps perforated 111/2 or 12 have
been noted. All values can be found imperforate. Single imperfs
are doubtful.
Perfins are not common on this issue but the official punch cancel
can be found. On this Declared Value Parcel Receipt the stamps were
punched before they were applied.(4)

RieC

Varieties.
There are three catalogued varieties. The 10 blue,Type#17 Broken
'0' (Barriga 4338c). The 20 'PP' broken R (Barriga#330b & Temprano#283b).
The 50missing dot before 'CENTAVOS'(Barriga#340a & Temprano#333b). I
have this listed as transfer type #5,
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The 10C violet & blue with missing imprint has not been
before. This strip is from the second setting and is from the
of the 8th.row showing all of the transfer types involved.
TT#18 w/o

TT#19 w/o

TT#20 with

17#16 w/o

listed
centre

TT#17 w/o

Forgery.
The Three Centavos value has been forged. This may be a local
effort to defraud the post office but none of the three examples in
my collection are cancelled. Alternatively they may have been produced
in Europe for the packet makers. (3)
GENUINE

FORGERY

Characteristics of the forgery:1. Right hand numeral '3' is smaller than the left.
2. Label lettering is tall er and thinner.
3. Value tablet lettering is larger.
4. No sign of erasure for label insertion.
5. White flaw above DE at top right.
6. Perforation 11 to lli.
7. Overall printing not as detailed as genuine.
Notes:l. Studd,M.A.

"The Numeral Issues of 1904,1908 & 1920-22,
London Philatelist, May 1946.

2. San Juan,L.E. "Estudio Sobre La Envision "Provisional"

Ordenada en 1918", Bogota Filatelico 1973-75.
3. Tyler,Varro E. "The Dumonteuil Forgeries of Colombia"

American Philsteic Congress 1992, p 41.
4. Cross, Jim.

"Punched Cancellations on Colombian Stamps"
Copacarta Vol#5, #2,1987.
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A 1904 LETTER TO SAN ANDRES
probably faster to take mail to the U.S. from San
Andres to Bocas del Torn, because mail was dispatched
from Bocas on a regular basis on the banana boats. The
item shown on the front cover was mailed from Bocas
del Toro 25 June 1904 by James S. Phillips who was
a resident of San Andres. The envelope contained a
copy of the reply which was sent to Mr. Phillips by the
W.W. Gavitt Medical Co. of Topeka KS. The text of
the typewritten letter follows:

San Andres and Providencia are islands belonging
to Colombia which are located in the Caribbean. In the
19* century there was only a single monthly mail
service to the islands from Barranquilla which also
called at Bocas del Toro in Panama. I know of no 19"
century covers from the islands which have survived
and was quite pleased some years ago to find a clear
strike of a Class X postmark from Providencia, the only
one I have seen. After Panama's independence it was

July 22, 1904
James S. Phillips, Esq.
island of San Andres S.A.
Dear Sir:-We learned a few days ago that the package of goods ordered was shipped direct to San Andres through Crowell & Co.,
was sent out abut the middle ofJune, so that no doubt you have received that.
We also inform you that we received an order from W. B. Morgan, Corn Island, Nic., for $86.00 worth of medicine to start
on.. We are getting some of those fellows started now and we think that we will be able to do a good business with them after
they get fairly started.
His order was for two dozen boxes of Gavitt's System Regulator, powder form, and one dozen boxes in the capsule form
and three dozen boxes in tablet form. These all being $1.00 boxes, amounted to $36.00. Three dozen bottles of Cough Balsam,
four dozen Liniment, 16 dozen ointment and I 1-3 dozen Catarrh Cure.
We shipped it to him at Bluefields and from there he will take it to Corn Island.. We will figure out your commission on
this and give you credit for it and next time we write, we will furnish you with a full statement.
You did not inform us what you had done with W. S. Wilson, whether you supplied him with any medicine before you left
Rocas Del Toro or not. You did not inform us anything in regard to whether you had met J. H. Simpson, our old agent at Rocas
del Toro or not. lie was at Old Bank there at Bocas and you did not inform us where you had appointed any other agents.
In and around Bocas Del Toro there had ought to be an immense amount of business done and at Colon and Panama in the
next two years, because there will be a big immigration to those places when work commences there on the Canal.
We had ought to have a good agent there at Port Lyman. We are in correspondence now with a party at Princepolca whom
we think will take the agency there.
If you have friends in Jamaica whom you want us to send medicine to and get the business started there, give us the
particulars in regard to what you want and we will try to attend to it.
You want to have the orders furnished on those order blanks that have you name on them in order that we may know who
is working the business there.
You did not make any remarks particularly in regard to the order blank that we got up for you as to how you liked it. That
is a blank that you can either give out or we can send out or both, but it require a little figuring at first to figure out just how
to till it up.
We will fill out one for you similar to the one that we received from the Corn Island man, which will give you a very good
idea of the object of the order blank.
• • • • • (This is followed by two paragraphs of instructions for using the order blank)
At Bocas Del Toro we have an application from Camors-Mcconnell Co. who wanted to take the agency for our medicine
and see that it was introduced all through the country down there, but that was about the same time that you took the agency
and therefore we never answer them in regard to an agency and thought we would let you do that if you thought they were the
proper parties to attend to it. If not, we do not think that there will be very much trouble to find parties who will attend to it.
We have heard a great deal about the way that agents sell medicine down there. On the street corners and every other way
by getting up and making a talk and selling out three or four hundred dollar's worth in one night. We will try to get the medicine
to you as fast as you can sell it.
Yours respectfully, W. W. GAV1TT MEDICAL CO.
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COLOMBIA, THE 1902 CARTAGENA ISSUES
By Jim Cross
stamp have recently been listed on E-Bay.
No domestic use of the 5c violet has been seen.
After the rate change this stamp would have paid the
post card rate. There are a number of examples of 10c
rate foreign covers, some franked with pairs of the 5c.
Some of these arc registered and show additional copies
of these stamps with the IVCARTAGENA cancel
paying the registration fee.
Due to the depressed exchange rate for the
Colombian peso a complete sheet of both
denominations was less than $.07 in U.S. currency.
Many sheets were sold to dealers in America and
Europe and mint stamps are plentiful. Some are found
cancelled to order.
Probably because of the sales to dealers, another
issue was needed. The second 1902 issue included 5c,
10c and 20c stamps. These were also probably
lithographed by Enrique Delgado, but no documentary
proof has been found. The sheet size is not given in the
literature and 1 know of no full sheets which would
show the composition. Tete-beche pairs of all values
are known and listed in the catalogs, but these seem to
be quite scarce. I have never seen any. These were
probably caused by one or more inverted transfers on
the stones. The errors may have been found and
corrected during the printing.
The earliest dated singles that 1 have seen are 15
July 1902 on a 20c and 25 July 1902 on a 10c. The
earliest use on cover that I have seen has two 20c
stamps, one paying the registration fee. It is dated 2
September 1902.
These stamps were issued with a control mark of
seven wavy lines, usually handstamped horizontally
across the stamps in red., some copies of the 10c stamp
have a violet control mark. The control marks are found
handstamped vertically and copies exist with control
marks in both directions. Stamps are also found
without the control mark. They are usually found with
sewing machine perforations, but imperforate copies
exist. The 20c stamp exists with double impressions
and also with an impression on the reverse.
Most of the covers with these stamps are from the
Colonel Banernhre y Biasini correspondence, chiefly
with relatives in Ilungary. Many are overfranked or
show combination frankings with stamps of other
issues which are clearly philatelically inspired_

The first regional issues had been issued in
Cartagena in 1901, two issues each consisting of 1 and
2 centavos stamps. In 1902 shortages of higher valued
stamps also developed.. Two separate issues were
prepared. It is probable that these were printed by
Carlos Delgado who printed the earlier provisional
issues, but there is no documentary proof. The first
1902 Cartagena regional issue consisted of a 5c stamp
in violet and a 10c stamp in yellow brown. They were
printed in sheets of 50 (five rows of ten). Complete
sheets exist. The only published study of the stamp in
the literature was prepared by Walter Biel! and
published in Bogota Filatelico in 1956. Blell listed the
date of this issue as 1901 and that year is shown in the
Temprano catalog, but there is no evidence for the 1901
date. The 1984 Temprano catalog lists the first day of
the 10c value as August 1902 which is obviously
incorrect. Most catalogs list the date as 1902. The
earliest dated copies that I have seen are 9 March 1902
on a used single and 12 March 1902 on a cover_ There
are several recorded covers dated in March 1902. None
show the new 1902 rates which were supposed to be
effective on i March 1902.
Most stamps show a control mark of a large star
which is struck in red-violet. Copies exist with this
control mark double and also without the control mark.
The stamps are most commonly found with sewing
machine perforations, but are also found pert. 12 and
imperf. Tennprano lists vertical and horizontal pairs
of both values imperforate between and copies of the 5c
imperforate horizontally. No catalog lists all of the
varieties and it is unclear whether the control mark
varieties are found on some of the perforation varieties.
The 10 centavos stamp is also known printed on both
sides. There are also examples of very badly placed
perforations, cutting thru the middle of a stamp
Examples of the 5 centavos stamp are found in
black and in orange (Temprano lists yellow),
imperforate and without control marks. These may
have been proofs or color trials, Norbert Bork also
has a proof in green. The 5c orange is found on a
number of covers and registered return receipts. Most
were mailed by Colonel Batiembre y Biasini. I have an
example of one used alone on a cover to Panama and
one a return receipt with the 10e rate for a registered
letter sent to Medellin. Other return receipts withthe
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THE 1902 CARTAGENA REGIONAL ISSUES
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Top left
19 Mar 1902 cover to San Jose, Costa Rica
Two 5c stamps of first issue
Courtesy of Norbert Bork

Top right
Feb 1903 cover to Panama
5c stamp in orange, no control mark
Probably paying printed matter rate
Addressee's name partly cut out.

Bottom left
Reverse and part of front shown
11 May 1903 cover to Madrid
Block-4 of 5c stamp of first issue.
Lover originateo in ivieoetun
Forwarded by Agenda de Comisiones
Banco del At lantico.
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22 Jun 1903 registered cover to ilungary
Franked with all stamps of first and second issue
Registration Ice paid by 20e brown of t 902 ik,gota issue
This is a typical Baticmber y Biasini philatelic cover
Postage of 50c overpaid 20c rate by 30c
Weight IS grams shown at upper left

1

1902 registered cover to Germany
Two 5c stamps and 10c stamp of first issue
Registration fee paid by 20c stamp of second issue.
Courtesy

of Nrwheri Bork
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THE 2002 GENERAL MEETING IN BOXBOROUGH
by Jim Cross
of the issue of the first stamps of the state of Panama.
The question of what COPAPHIL should do to mark
these anniversaries was discussed at length. It was
decided to postpone the issue of the Panama Postal
Markings handbook for a year. This will permit the
insertion of additional markings. It was also decided to
assemble sets of color photographs of Panama exhibits
and better postal history items. One copy of these will
eventually be donated to a suitable library or museum
in Panama where they will be available to local
collectors. Federico Brid and other members in Panama
are meeting regularly and hope to reestablish a stamp
club there.
The need for a COPAPHIL website was discussed.
Any computer-literate member who would like to assit
with this project is urged to contact the editor or Debbie
Friedman. Several members at the meeting indicated
they were willing to assist with the project
As Treasurer I reported that due to increased
printing costs caused mainly by the increases in
California electricity rates and due to increased postal
rates our dues income no longer covers the costs of
printing and mailing the journal. The present
differential between a 3 oz. domestic mailing and a 3
oz. mailing to Europe is $1.55 ($6.20 for mailing 4
journals). It was voted to raise the dues for members in
the U.S. and Canada to $10.00 per year and the dues
for members in other countries to $15.00 per year.
This is our first dues increase in more than a decade.

Boxborough is a village on the outer beltway of
Boston. It was located just off the freeway in a heavily
wooded area. Our exhibiting members arrived on
Thursday afternoon and mounted their exhibits which
are listed in the table below. We had six exhibits
totalling 49 frames while our colleagues from the Canal
Lone Study Group had more exhibits, but several were
only two frames each and their total was only 37
frames. Allan 1 larris and I checked out a Chinese buffet
located in a nearby town and found it to be excellent.
Members attending from the two organizations dined at
that restaurant on Friday evening. In addition to the
exhibitors only three COPAPHIL members attended,
Federico Brid from Panama, David Zemer from
Norway and David Leeds from Los Angeles.
Friday morning was spent visiting the dealers.
Although the show had more than fifty, there was only
a limited amount of Colombia and Panama material and
most members attending made only a few purchases.
That afternoon we held a meeting of the Board of
Directors that were present to which other members in
attendance were invited.. Debbie Friedman was elected
to serve as president for the next two years. Dr.
Antonio Chedid, president for the past four years, will
become an ex-officio member of the hoard as past
president. Federico Brid, David Zemer and Dr. Ernesto
Arosemena were added to the Board of Directors.
Next year will mark the 100 th anniversary of
Panama's independence and also the 125' anniversary

LIST OF COLOMBIAN AND PANAMA EXHIBITS

EXHIBITOR

TITLE

FRAMES

AWARD

Debbie Friedman

Colombia, The National Cuhicrtas

8

Gold & COPAPHIL Award

Alex Rendon

The Private Carriers of Colombia

10

(Non-competitive)

Jim Cross

Panama: The 1924 Coat of Arms Issue

8

Vermeil

Jim Cross

Incoming Mail to Panama & the Canal Zone

6

(Non-competitive)

Charles Meroni Jr.

Panama Registered Mail 1881-1906

10

Gold

Allan Harris

Republic of Panama & Related Aerophilately
1918-1939

7

Vermeil
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left on Saturday evening and the audience for the tour
was limited to our remaining members and several
members of the Canal Zone Study Group.
Debbie Friedman's exhibit included all of the
Colombia cubiertas, including many items that are
extremely scarce. I was especially impressed by the
reconstruction of the plate of six of the 1865 25c
cubierta for cenilicado sin contenido. Five of the six
positions are represented by used copies of this cubierta
which saw very limited use. Another outstanding
feature of this exhibit is the showing of the cubiertas
issued after the civil war. These are far less plentiful
and almost never seen in dealer's stocks or auction
catalogs. Her exhibit included several covers on which
more than one cubierta was used to meet the required
postage.
Charles Meroni Jr. showed over 200 covers from
the Helme collection and his later purchases.
Outstanding pieces which he has added include two
1883 domestic registered letters, the only recorded
domestic registered cover franked with Panama stamps
of the 1887-1888 issue and official registered letters
from Panama and Colon which were returned registered
receipts to the senders. It contained five frames of
material before Independence and five frames of
material between 3 Nov 1903 and 31 Mar 1906 when
the use of registration stamps was discontinued. There
are twenty-seven pages with covers from Bocas del
Toro.
My exhibit of incoming mail to Panama and the
Canal Zone is a new project of mine, facilitated greatly
by the Internet which permits listings on e-Bay and
dealer's pages to be searched for these terms in the
description of the items being offered. It is much more
difficult to find this material in dealer's stocks at
shows, unless they happen to have it in the Panama and
Canal Zone stocks.
The earliest cover in the exhibit is from 1859.
Incoming mail before 1903 is quite scarce. Many of the
items that exist are addressed to crewmen and
passengers on ships calling in Panama in care of their
consuls or shipping agents.
A number of the 1940's items coming to Panama are
registered. Those that have a street address in the city
of Panama have carrier markings from the carrier that
delivered the letter. I now have examples of carriers 1,
3, 6, 8, 9 and 10 with one additional illegible marking.
I now have mail from over sixty-five countries and
colonies. Uses to the Canal Zone are a bit more
prevalent than uses to Panama

The board decided to hold our next general meeting
at SARAPEX in 2004, subject to their agreement to
reserve at least forty frames and a position on the jury
for us.
Problems with mail delivery to Colombia were
discussed. and I was directed to obtain additional
information from our representative in Colombia on
which to base a decision about what action will be
taken.
On Saturday general meetings of the Canal Zone
Study Group and COPAPH1L were held. At the CZSG
meeting we were treated to a presentation concerning
five submarines and a dredge which were dry-docked in
one of the completed locks prior to the time that the
Panama Canal was opened. The presentation had been
prepared by computer from scans of old photos and
postal cards which depicted various stages of the drydocking process. David Zemer made a presentation
concerning the map used as a basis for the designs of
stamps printed by the American Bank Note Company
for Panama. He demonstrated that the same map was
used for the 1892-1895 and 1904 issues and also for
the 1/2 centesimos values of the 1909 issue and for the
I 3c stamp which was prepared for use by the Canal
Zone, but not issued by Panama without the overprint.
The CZSG had a drawing for a door prize and I was
the lucky winner of a copy of the 2002 Cana) Zone
Museum calendar which featured photos of many
Canal Zone post offices including the Diablo post
office which was next door to the first apartment in
which I lived after marrying in 1950.
Saturday evening our exhibiting members attended
the awards banquet at the Holiday Inn. For once the
awards were not plaques, but rather copies of reprints
of two U.S. Postal Guides. Debbie Friedman received
a framed mole as the COPAPHIL award for the best
exhibit of Colombia or Panama. This award is given at
each of our general meetings. Members may only
receive this award once. Previous winners of the award
are:
Kaarlo Anttila
1990 FLOREX.
1992 SANDICAL
Dr. Gene Scott
1994 NAPEX
Eric Harris
1996 CAPEX
Jim Cross
1998 CHICAGOPEX (no award)
2000 WESTPEX
James Johnson
On Sunday afternoon I made my presentation on
Panama registered mail illustrated by a walk though of
the Meroni exhibit and the registered covers in my coat
of arms exhibit. Our two members from overseas had
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PANAMA REGISTERED MAIL VOLUME 1903 - 1930
The table below shows estimated volumes of registered mail from four post offices in Panama between independence
and 1930. Estimates are based upon the latest numbered cover and its date. Anyone having registered covers from
these towns for years for which no estimates are shown or who has a later dated cover in the years shown is urged to
submit it to the editor. This table will be included in the Panama Postal Marking Handbook.

YR

DATE

NO.

EST.

DATE

NO.

DAVID

BOCAS DEL TORO

COLON

PANAMA

EST. DATE

NO.

EST.

DATE

1903 28Dec

9314

29Dec

4385

31Dec

1732

1904 20Dee

I5670

16100 29Dec

7272

7450 23Dec

424K

4350

8400

10560 I? Oct

3653

4600 16Sep

2214

5200

1905 24Nov

22424

25200 25Aug

1906 24Sep

19537

27000

1907

24Dec

20248

20600 81u n

1908

10Jul

I 1725

22000

21784

22000

1909 I 30ct

29492

36250 22Dec

1910
1911 25May

15410

1912

26705 34750

9Oct

1914
25606

658

EST.

925

11Aug

697

1080

28Jan

94

1200

38500

1913
1915 140c1

NO.

1May

2175

6500

270ct

2 I 077

25250 17Sep

2268

3200

9Mar

300

1550

21u1

12766

25500 28Sep

3221

4350

2Dec

2108

2300

8Mar

1053

4200

10Feb

539

5200 14Jun

1432

3100

lIJun

1426

3000

4784

5400

32500

1916
1917
1918 21Dec

24385

25100 30Aug

6744

10700

1919 I 6Sep

20609

29000 2 Aug

7070

12000 9Oct

2407

3150

6519

12000 10Jul

2138

4200

24Apr

1358

4250

73Ju1

2698

4800

190ct

3856

4800

1920

I9Jul

1921
1922
1923 30Apr

13417

40250

1924
1925 IIMay

20281

52750

3OJun

2698

5400

1926 2Nov

58383

67250

6Dec

5738

6100 l9Nov

1927 31May

26385

63000

1928 15Mar

15421

72000 14Apr

6473

22500

1929 KOct

54556

70500 22May

9926

25250 I 4Mar

1130

5525

1930 170ec

65404

68000 2Dec

20977

23800
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THE EDITOR'S COLUMN
by Jim

Cross
Panama Railroad and the terminal cities. A
correspondent who saw my articles in the American
Philatelist about the Colombian civil war has sent me
an article published in a Wisconsin naval history
magazine. It sheds considerable light on the events that
preceded the Treaty of Wisconsin. Did you know that
the rebels actually occupied Colon for several days that
summer? The history of those events will be published
in the September issue.
The next issue will begin the 20th year of this
publication. Of course that means that it is time to
collect dues again. Dues notices for members who
have not paid in advance are being mailed with this
issue. If you have any question about whether your
dues are paid in advance check the mailing label on this
issue. 11 shows the month and year thru which your
dues are paid.

The main article in this issue is the conclusion of
Kenneth Rowe's study of the Colombia 1920-1922
provisional issue. One hundred years ago the "1000
Days" civil war in Colombia was in its final stages.
Postal rates were increased, causing Panama to
surcharge its provisional registration stamp. Did you
know that handstamped surcharges not listed in any
catalog were used in Bocas del Toro? There are two
different handstamped surcharges on 1902-3 covers
from Bocas del Toro in the Meroni exhibit.
1902 saw regional issues in Colombia printed in
Barranquilla, Bogota, Cartagena, Medellin and
somewhere in Cauca. The earliest of these issues, the
Cartagena regional issues is the subject of an article in
this issue.
In 1902 in Panama the liberals secured two major
victories in battles at Aguadulce, the second of which
opened the way for a march on Colon and Panama. In
desperation the Colombian government formally
requested that the United States intervene to protect the

JIM CROSS

CLASSIFIED
Classified per line; one issue $.50, four issues $1.50.
Business cards; one issue $1.50, Four issues $5.00.
PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE. COPACARTA, Volumes I thru X; per volume U.S. $12.00, Canada $13.00, Foreign
$15.00; complete set volumes I- X U.S. $95.00, Canada $105.00, Other $125.00; Volumes XI thru XVIII; per volume
U.S. $8.00, Canada $9.00, Other $11.00; complete set Volumes X1 - XVIII U.S. $50.00, Canada $57.00, Other
$69.00. Postal History and Postmarks of the Audiencia de Quito by George Maier – hard cover $33 soft cover $28
(add $2 for postage outside of the U.S. or Canada). Prices include airmail postage. "Selected Notes on Colombian
Airmails, 1920 Onwards" by Peter Quail, $32.50 (includes postage in U.S. by library rate, postage extra on overseas
orders). Send orders and checks payable to Robert A. D'Elia to COPAPHIL library c/o 1290 Howard Ave. Suite 321,
Burlingame CA 94010.
lndef
BOGOTA FILATELICO. Number 33 which contains drawings of Colombia SCADTA postal markings. (5 copies
available). $5 to members in U.S. and Canada, $7.50 to members in other countries. Send check made out to
COPAPHIL to Box 2245, El Cajon CA 92021.
Indef
WANTED PANAMA: Die Proofs, large blocks with top selvage and F number, or full panes of ABNC 1905 to 1923
series (Scott #s 179, 180 and (Is 195 - 233) including related overprints such as Scott #s 16, 17, F29, F30, H23, Also
I am interested in these stamps on covers or registration envelopes (H&G CI, C2) with early usage, high rates, postage
due, exotic destinations, etc. Please said details or photocopies, email, or scan to: David T. Zerner, P.O. Box 654
Skoeyen, NO-0214 Oslo, NORWAY or email Lzeinerf&online.no
3/03
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PANAMA: AN 1847 PROVINCE OF VERAGUA COVER
by Federico A. Brid
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On the 29± of April 1846 the Senate and the
Chamber of Representatives of Nueva Granada
approved a law on postal rates. The first article
of this law reads as follows:

At-tick I. From the day that this law
becomes valid, the post offices of Nueva
Granada will charge a uniform rate for franked
and postage due letters.
I. For letters within the same
province: simple letters up to ill
once, the fee will be one real; a
double letter from to 34 once: 1 312
reales: a triple letter from 34 once to
one once: 2 '/2 reales.
2. For letters from one province to
another province: simple letters, I
reales; double letters, 2 1/2 reales
and triple letters, 4 reales.
An example of the use of the uniform
rate is seeing in the 1847 handmade cover from

Santiago to David. The original intention was to
send the cover postage due, thus the
VNIZ AGLIA DEBF. handstamp. Since the fee
was to be collected at its destination, the
sender wrote on top of the cover Yi de onza.
Sn porte dos ris cineuenta Cs 2-50. During
the mailing process, a decision was made not
to send the cover postage due, but to send it as
official correspondence. The VERAGUA
DEBE handstamp was obliterated and a new
handstamp VERAGUA DE OFICIO was
applied. Both handstamps and the obliteration
were made from same red inkpad.
Since the intention was to send the cover
postage due from the Province of Veraguas to
the Province of Chiriqui, and its weight was 3/4
of an once, the cover qualified as a double rate
cover from one province to another. The
described charge 2 reales 50 centavos was the
correct fee according to the Vd paragraph of
Article I.
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